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Ed Bursk, HBR editor for 25 years, to 'Marketing Looks Outward'will be
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retired in 1971 after 25 years as

editor of the Harvard Business
Revie w, will become editor of

the

Journal

AMA's

of

Marketing July 1
The approval of his appointment
by the AMA Board of Directors

was jointly announced today by

-
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which we are working hard to
increase."

"The AMA 15 fortunate indeed m
securing Ed Bursk as editor for
of
commented Wright
JM,"
Georgia State University "Many

fine marketing articles appeared
in

year
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Edward C. Bursk

Marketing management and
marketing research are his
principal teaching specialties.
HE WAS ONE OF THE FIRST to

promote the importance of
marketing research in marketing
management, according to the
July, 1970, issue of JM when Bursk

years. The JM contlnues m good

hands," said Wright, who also
serves as vice president of the

AMA's Publications Division.
Bursk, now editor in chief at
Bolsa Publishing Co. Inc ,
Cambridge, Mass , also is

professor

of

ministration

of
of

business
emeritus

adthe

Harvard Business School, where

he was on the faculty for 31 years

He also is educational director of
the International Marketing
Institute, a nonprofit Cambridge-

based organization which has
conducted extensive international
teadhing and research activities
HIS MULTIPLE CAREERS as

teacher, editor, author, and
marketer began in 1931 when he

started teaching Greek and Latin
at Dartmouth College. Two years
later he became president of J H
Bursk Co , family-owned wholesale
distributors

in

operating

three

Eastern states
He returned to teaching in 1941 at

Franklin & Marshall College and

~pep~~~~~7~n~o yz~' h~eekbiunsineass

experience in teaching, he moved

to Harvard to teach marketing
At HBS, Bursk taught in a wide

variety of the school's programs,
including executive programs, the
practitioner-oriented

and the research-

doctoral

program
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According to that article by
of

"developed

marketing

the

The

research course at HBS in the 195()s

with the idea that research was not
a narrow area for specialists, but
was a skill which marketing
managers themselves should be

able to comprehend and apply

"He believed, and believes, that

marketing research is best taught
as a component of analyzing and
formulating marketing decisions
of every kind - pricing,
promotion, distribution, and the

of

number

agement, Thinking Ahead for
Business, Getting Things Done in
How to Increase
Business ,
Executive Effectiveness, Human
Management,
for
Relations
Strategy,
Marketing
Modern
Salesmanship and Sales Force
Management, Financial Control of
and
Operations,
Multinational

···.
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sessions has been sharply reduced
this year to no more than three at

AdManagement,
Marketing
vanced Cases in Marketing Man-

3
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any one time. Correspondingly, he
sald, the Importance of the plenary
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"There will be seven plenary
sessions , which we beheve will be

:·,r /5//IM ,--Bal....I
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Timmons said. " Linked with the

.$,~:»4 ~

sessions has been increased .
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plenary sessions will be a series of

'
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sessions intended to

'collector'

W

¥

the high spots of the conference,"

have a broad appeal to all i .9.'S ·'1~--~~
attendees not attracted to the ~'840.B $24 64441*5 , r

Developing Executive Leaders.

In 1962 , Bursk was elected to the
Hall of Fame in Distribution and in

1966 received the Charles Coolidge

"I am sure that he will continue

y
graced the JM for many, man

conference,

The Irvine Co., Newport Beach, Calif.

Sctentifte Approach, Cases in

marketing " He has been vice
president of the AMA's Marketing
and
Division
Management

the ftne editorial tradition that has

by marketing. For example, the significance of marketing to the

A

Stephen A. Greyser, also
Bursk
University,
Harvard

that

He explained that the "rest of the world" can be interpreted

numerous books, including Text
and

excellent

of

long

his

Earl

geographically and to mean the rest of the business world,
including the other disciplines which impact on and are impacted

author,

Parlin Award "for distinguished

during

HBR

to

finance department and vice versa will be one major focus of the
coauthor, editor, or coeditor of
said Timmons, director of marketing services for

3%

4

has

He

~ 7

according

sessions,

together the conference's 27
Timmons, program chairman.

from less than 15,000 to more than
135,000 and reprint sales went from
nothing to about 1.5 million per

-*0 f Vt..Ard
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interface between the marketer and the rest of the world will tie

UNDER BURSK'S DIRECTION,
the circulation of the Review grew

was named one of the "Leaders in
Marketing."

the

editorship
publication

9

4.
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expand from its present educator-

segment of the AMA' s market

Fam

1 I»1

AMA President Arnold Corbin and
AMA Publisher John S Wright
President Corbin commented
that the hiring of Bursk "is one
more effort in the AMA's thrust to

researcher orientation and become
more the total marketing
2es°eniaeed~n ~fe •rnt jMM2rsklf~ll
increasing its appeal to marketing
a
executives ,
management
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"MARKETING LOOKS OUTWARD" is the theme for the AMA's
59th Annual International Marketing Conference to be held June
6-9 in the Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles. This theme expressing the

hke - rather than as a selfcontained 'section' of a marketing
course."

ilillilu==-

who

BURSK,

contribution to the science of

'competing' concurrent sessions."

&104**Wit/Ajt' ..i:

AMA
FOUR
OF
EACH
Marketing
DIVISIONS

,

Management, International
Marketing, Marketing Education,
and Public Policy and Issues - is

Board

and a paired collector session Two
Industrial
and
Research
Marketing - expected to attract

valuable marketing insight into the
maJor
six
of
operations

"In addition, on Tuesday and
Wednesday afternoons, we are
spotlighting a series of 'on-site

will be Walt Disney Produ
climaxing the conference
afternoon
Wednesday

other AMA divisions - Marketing

He has served as a director and

St:Mrift°~cnny nrwnUS=fs:

.-F

Earl Timmons
they will offer not only pleasure

programming a plenary session

chairman of the Publications

-4.„I

and

entertainment

also

but

companies unique to Southern
more Interest, are programming California.
The sixth of these
four concurrent sessions each
ctions,

monthly management newsletter
distributed by banks to their
International
and
customers,
Corporate Citizenship, a quarterly

newsletter prepared for the U.S,
State Department

mint-seminars,"'

he said "We are Disneyland
"
For more

using this term instead of the more

dM

conventional ' field trip,' because

on

at
see

information,

Conference Calendar in this issue

hM

A look at its history, problems, and applications

Marketing research gains acceptance

:n legal and quasi-legal proceedings
0

BY E

-3 during the actual courtroom
procedures.
.4
-'

DEAN HOWARD

Vice President
Elrick & Lavidge Inc

=~

Chicago

FOR IMORE THAN 100 YEARS. U.S. COURTS have recognized

the importance that group attitudes and behavior hold for certain

'~

4~~ a

"r -Yr ,=

ted as
have the techniques of survey research been admit
those
,
Previously
opinions.
and
attitudes
public
evidence of

*Lwil ~il

hearing the cases often arbitrarily made judgments about the

judicial speculation. However, to an increasing extent, judicial

and administrative proceedings have come to recognize that

survey research can be relevant, competent, and material - and
{IrtS]ry°:2:rea~ing a va
luable conr~s~baurcu~~ic
o~~~bdu~~~~
LEGAL PROBLEMS IN USING

SURVEYS: In order for survey

admissible evidence and 2

***********
New York

.
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evidence provided by litigants can

be accurately judged as to its
sincerdy and the memory,
perception, and narrative ability of
the testifier Oath and cross-

examination are the safeguards

against such inaccuracies, but they

can usually be applied only to those

who testify in court

It is unwieldy and impractical to

expect all respondents to a survey
to appear in court
Hearsay

:4#41:

~-'

/

But if this

procedure is not followed, the
Rule

can

often

be

successfully Invoked rendering the
2~: -•di~
survey results inadmissible

E. Dean Howard

accorded probative value or
weight.

There are basically two ways to

circumvent the hearsay argument
with regard to survey research

For many years,
the "Hearsay evidence One approach is tc claim
the malor legal an exception.

Rule"

-

Marketing Research and the Law'
ence topic
set as March 23 confer
mer perception research in

A ONE-DAY CONFERENCE
on "1VIarketing Research and
the Law," sponsored by the
AMA's New York Chapter, will

4~~~44~~~

procedure, it must be 1. designated

as

''

~~~ ~

types of legal procedures. However, only within the last 25 years

nature of public opinion regarding the matters in dispute.
Even today, evidence of mass opinion is often limited to mere

The rejection of hearsay stems

1 from the basic need to ensure that

consu
FTC cases. use of research in
trademark cases, and the

difference between marketing and
legal interpretations of data

was

survey

is

precedent confounding those who
attempted to introduce public
opin:on evidence in litigation
Hearsay is the opinion or

admitted to be hearsay, but the
legal precedents of necessity and

cannot, or will not, be available

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

statement of any individual who

In

this

case,

the

reliability are cited as a way
around the objections Necessity

Inside ......

focus on the use of research
Speakers will also deal with
data in litigation, claims practical issues - the effects of the AMA Industrial Marketing Division having productive year ... page 4
support, and rule making possibility of legal issues on AMA's first publisher discusses AMA publications ........ page 6
sample design, data retention, etc T
proceedings
Ylenol-Datril marketing strategy 'poker game' analyzed..... page 7
For more information, see
Scheduled for Tuesday. March 23

m

the

Hotel

Biltmore.

the

conference will cover uses of

Conference Cale~ar m this issue

Academics list top food distribution research areas... .....

page 7

New York Chapter RE~D-marketing interface reports... pages BEt 9
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American Marketing Association

E

April 30-May 9, 1976
management science to specific areas of marketing to attract E Prague-Vienna-Bud
apest i
E
E
E

TIMS (The Institute of Management Science) MARKETING E
COLLEGE will offer six 1976 sessions in conjunction with TIMS E

E

or AMA conferences. They will focus on the application of E

industry and academic representatives. The TIMS conferences. E
college sessions, and session chairmen will be: March 31-April 2, Philadelphia, Application to Advertising, Don Lehman, E

Study Tour

Columbia
University, and Dov Pekelman, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, and Nov.

3-6, Miami, Application to E

Market Segmentation, Jerry Wind, Wharton, and industry Utilization of Management Science, Bob Copper, Coca-Cola. The AMA conferences, college sessions, and session chairmen will E
m
be: June 6-9, Los,Angeles, Application to Product Policy, Jim

Myers,

University of Southern California, and Aug. 8-11,

Memphis, Application to Sales Management and Distribution,

Len Lodish, Wharton, and Application to Pricing, Neil Beckwith,

Columbia. Each session will have at least one position paper
summarizing the management science applications to the area,

1wo or three competitive or

invited

papers on specific

applications, and a number of industry discussants. Those
interested in preparing papers or participating may contact
the

session chairmen or Charles B. Weinberg, TIMS Marketing
College secretary-treasurer, Graduate School of Business, Stan-

ford University.

THE AD DEPARTMENT WOULD BE COMBINED WITH MARKETING in the Department of Business Administratio
n under
a proposal to dismantle the University of Illinois' College of
Communications. The university's Council
on
Program
Evaluation (COPE),charged with the supervision of evaluations
of all programs on the Urbana-Champaign campus,

~

-

E

S
E

LATEST REVISED ITINERARY
April 30, F tiday
Dep,irt homo city for New York

E May 1, Saturday-May Day in Prague
E Aniw,Pidque 11 35drn local time Tiansfer to
Pdrty Mernbers of
Dinner at the hotel
May 2, Sunday
Morning departure
N,Itional Museum,

INTERCONTINENTAL ~

the Plague Marketing Community have been Invited
B,ildrice of the evening tree

Z
E
for a lour of Prague, including Hradcally Castle, The E
Wence.slds Sq , the Old drld New Syridgoques, Ilinch at E

u S Ambassador (subject to holiday schedules) Cocktalls and dinner E
ot a wine cell,ir with folklore entertainment After dinner attend d per- -

foim.,iice of

L.Ititern,1 Maqica, dn excittilq combill.ilion

music, bdllet, and opera Late evening return to ihe hotel

E May 3, Monday

ot comedy, E
.

S Molnulcl departure fol the dirport for the flight to Vienna departing at
Z 1025 a m via C/eclicalovaki,inAIrlines Artive Vien,1,111 10a m T,msE fer to

INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL

layout,

timing,

Magazine Circulation and Rate

Trends 1940-74

duction by channels of sales, percent
of subscriptions sold by special terms

E U Flekli, brewery restaurant, and then tothe Roycll Cdstle of Karistevi E Return k, Prague late afternoon Possible visit to the residenep of the E
E
E
Z
-

positioning,

E
E

E HOTEL Afternoon at leisure for rest And relaxcition Evelling co(kt,til E

i
E
=
=
~
m

product

etc Discusses feasibility of using direct
mall Lourette Schernecke, Chittick
Egan Advertising, 111 Presidential
Blvd, Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004, 12pp ,
free

E

E Amencan Flight no 66 for Plague, Czechoslov,ikid Dinner ,ind bierikfast E

m se,vede,iroute

Profitable Direct Marketing
Covers
malor
areas
of
direct
marketing Includes measuring results,
targeting a market, testing ads,

Offers data on circulation, rates, and
cost-per-thousand for 71
national
magazines Tables include average
net paid circulation by subscription,

-

Depart New Ymk< rn 8 /lb p m via Pari

March 12, 1976
BOOKSHELF

newsstand and total, subscription pro-

~er Nuraa~don~dZI;ess, inverraa,t ca~~

circulation rate bases Classified into

10 categories general weeklies and
biweeklies business and news, general monthhes, men's and boys', outdoor
and sports, women's, fashion, home,
motor, mechanics and science, and

movie and romance Association of
National Advertisers, 155 E 44th St ,
New York, NY 10017 120 pp $25
p
/

Lonterence

I Calendar

Lunch on you, own Afternoon E

For more information on any

recommended thatadvertising be made an area of concentration

- Cathedral, Votive Church, The National Museum, rind the Sclidtikdmmer E

~ sightseeing tollr of VIentia Includes The Imperial Apartments. St
Stephens E

AMA

within marketing. The recommendations also include abolishing
the Radio-TV Department and upgrading the Department of
Journalism to a School of Journalism. COPE consists of nine

I (The Treasuly) to see the Ciown Jewels of the Hapsburgs Return to the -

conference, contact· Ron Zaii-

"Although such recommendations must be taken seriously, no

=
=
A qdld Viennese folk evening in Grnwing! Depart li
E foi this rip,Jiby villdie by chartered tiolley Cdr with wine Serve enroute
E
E Dinnel -will be Wiellet sch,ill;el and other Alistri,in specialines, plus E
E milsic atic| entert,illiment Retijin to the hotel ~pploximately 11 p ~ 5
m May 4, luesday
E
E Mid

respect to these recommendations and none will be made until
after you, and those with whom you think it appropriate to

.
=
~
=

facultyand four student members. According to a letter from the
vice chancellor for academic affairs to the college's dean.

decisions have been made by the campus administration with
consult,

have

been

given

ample

opportunity

to

make

any

comments you think appropriate." Reportedly, the
reaction of

some

faculty

members

was

campaign.

to

launch

a

"save-the-college"

= hotel hite dfternoon
~

S
-

morning departure for Schoenbrutili Palace and the Vienna Woods

-

1 Out tile dred, visit Belvedere Castle, and lunch at d charming country =
=
inn Return to the hotel mid-afternoon Evening at leisure Suggestion ~
Performmce of Otel|o at the famous Viennd Operd House

S
E May 5, Wednesday
E
- Morning perfo,mance at the Spdnish Ridincl School of Virlina
01 the well- E
E

known Lippizan Horses Return to the hotel dt nooti Lunch on your
own

E

E After,loon special seminar with mdrketing leaders In Vietina, d symposium
-

E dir,inged and sponsored jointly by the American Mcirkeling Association 5
- dr'Id the American Chamber of Commerce in Austria Many venerable E Austrians have accepted
the Invitation to pdrticipate iii Ihe seminat, m

E with the timely topic "Marketing in the Free Trade
Areas" as the theme -

CAREERS .... SERVICE....

5

Our national posture - our regional adaptability -

I May 6. ThursdA

our professional expertise - serve both employer

- Morning at leisure fo, Shopping and browsing Lunch on your own After- E

and iob candidate. That's Bryant & Bakewell,
marketing and recruiting specialists in: Brand/
Product Management, Marketing/Economic Re-

-

search, Advertising/Promotion, Market/Product/

Corporate Planning. Employers assume employment costs. Contact in confidence:
1*8f

Stanley E. Bakewell

*

*41

Y'*%

*41"' d., »'

bryant 0/,OciateA inc

312/649-0700

BRYANT O BAKEWELL

ASSOCIATION
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stamped envelope.

PURPOSE: To report news of the Association, its divisions, chapters,

and committees and of the marketing field in general. Opinions ex-

pressed are not necessarily endorsed by the AMA, its officers, or staff

DR.ARNOLDCORBIN
Professor of Marketing
Graduate School
of Business Administration
New York University
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(312) 648-

March 23-New York
One-day conference sponsored by the
AMA's New York Chapter in the Hotel
Biltmore
Theme
'Marketing
Research and the Law '' Fees $45 AMA

members, $55 nonmembers, students

$10, luncheon only $15 Contact New
York Chapter office, 420 Lexington
Ave , New York. NY 10017. (212)

679-8532
March 24 - Grand Rapids Mich.
Marketing Planning Conference, sponsored by the AMA' Western Michigan
Chapter and Aquinas College, on the
Aquinas College campus
Theme
Marketing Planning-The Key to Ex-

panding Company Profits ' Fees AMA

members $45, nonmembers $55 Contact Robert H 1<unnen, Kennedy Research Inc , Suite 405A, Waters Bldg ,
Grand Rapids. MI 49502, (616) 4581461

The Tenth Annual one-day marketing
seminar, sponsored by the AMA's
Tulsa Chapter In the Business AdminIstration Bldg, University ot Tulsa

-

Theme

E

-

=
= May 8, Saturday

March 25-Tulsa, Okla.

' Do Convenience Foods +

Z
S
E

Gasoline
Profits')" Fees $55, after
March 21, add $10 Contact Lee Johnson, Skelly Oil Co,PO Box 1650,
Tulsa, OK 74102, (918) 584-2311,

m

Extn 3965

E-

April 10-Greensboro, N.C.
One-day conference, sponsored by the
AMA s North Carolina Chapter m
Howard Johnson's Coliseum Motor
Lodge Theme
'New Directions in
Marketing - Fees AMA members $20

nonmembers $30, students $10. $5

m Morning free fot shopping and browsing (Note the shops close Saturday E afternoons ) Lunch on your own Afternoon sightseeing of Budapest iii- E

more at door Contact Bill Sekely
Wake Forest University Dept of Busl
ness, Winston-Salem NC 27190 (919)

E cludes Buda and Pest, The Royal Palace, Palhament (interior and ex- E

725-9711 Extn 212

-

~ terlor), St Matthias Church, Fisherman's Bastion, and the qualnt restored E

E
E
E
=
E
E
E
E
2
-

Castle District Return to the hotel late afternoon
Farewell dinner this even[Mg In the elegant "Restaur.1111 of 100 Yeals,"
b Hurigdri,Jii tradition amid candlelight, music arid wine Return to the
holel oppreximately 11 pm
May 9, Sunday
Morning departure for Budapest Airport for flight to the USA departing
via Hunqanan Airlines Flight no 520 at 1045 a m and connecting to
Pan Am 747 Flight no 67 at Frankfurt Arrive JFK airport New York
al 3 40 p m

@
E
-

E
E
2
S

E TOUR COST:
m $1,036 per Person/Double Occupancy--$100 Single Supplement
E of train trip) from Prague to Vienna
=
r

THOMAS E. CARUSO
Editor
BERNICE FINKELMAN
Assistant Editor

cago, IL 60606,

0536.

Z
E
-

The topic discussed will be "Distribution and Marketing In Eastern
European Markets" with emphasis on (1) Importance of techniques of
advertising, packaging, and motivation, (2) methods of and difterences
in distribution, (3) sales motivation in a non-competitive climate, (4)
pricing ,
when
competing
In
a
competitive
market
Following the symposium, which will be headed by Di Lazlo Siabo
of the Hunq,11#rin Institute for Market Research, the Hunqcilian (ifficicils
vvill be the guests of AMA at lunch at the Duna, where mformal discussions
I can continue Note Non AMA members of the tour will enjoy a sight- seeing program to Margaret Island, tile National Museum and hne Arts

-

Z
E $38 increase from previously announced price to allow
for flight (Instead -

EDITORIALSTAFF

cek, AMA conference coordinator, in the AMA Central
Services Office, Suite 606,
222 S. Riverside Plaza, Chi-

E
~
=
m
E
E
E
E

m Morning seminar/syinposium with Hungarnin Experts and Invited guests -

E 11 p m

/*IERICAN

divisional

E
Z

11 Dinner follows dt the leslive Poste Kosci, surbulban Buchipest restaurant, E with gypsy music and entertainment Return to the hotel appioximately E

MARKETING

or

tllpl Arrive Budapest 7pm Transfer to DUNA INTERCONTINENTAL
E HOTEL Dinner at the hotel this evening Suggestion Later visit the nearE by Wel,ikellal, Rondella, for typical Hungarlan funl
=
m May 7, Friday

E Museum Lunch will be at a small typical Budapest restaurant Return to E

Published biweekly, exceptthe first issue in January
and the last issue in August by The Central Services Office of the
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Suite 606,222 S. Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606 U S.A (312) 648-0536
Use this address for all material submitted, correspondence, and
address changes. No photographs or manuscripts submitted for
consideration will be returned unless accompanied by a self-addressed

AMA PRESIDENT 1975-76

~ noon departure by hydrofoil on the Danube to Budapest, a thrilling, scenic -

E the hotel early afternoon The balance of the afternoon free
for the entire - group 6p m
the group is Invited to a private reception al the lovely E
I Budapest home of the Deputy of the U S Ambassadoi, Robert C Mudd
Z

licensed employmenl agency

reportng on marketng andrts assocution

I
~
Z
E
E
E

-

John Hancock Center
Suite 2340,875 N. Michigan
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Marketing News

tlils symposium Then the AMA Is hosting a private cockt.ill recepticin
Sellwarzenberq Palace in Vienlid with Austria
n m,liketing offirials as
sts This evening, a tradltional Viennese dinner by
special invitation at
- Schwarzenherq Palace for AMA members

national

-

For reservations and-or information,
this coupon should be mailed to: Travel Anywhere
Society Hill Towers Mall
Philadelphia, PA 19106

Name

I
ddli® 1
'1401-4,1

/MARKETING
41

1

144

,

1

Theme

Marketing and the Law-- Is

It a New Ballgarne? Fees (Including
parking,
lunch, and proceedings)
AMA members $35, nonmembers
$45 at the door add $10 Contact
Ernest F Cooke, University of Balti
more, Charles at Mt Royal, Baltimore,

MD 21201

May 18-21-Buenos Aires, Argentina
25th World Congress of the Inter
national
Advertising
Association
Theme
Advertising --New Perspec
tives for a Changing World Contact
IAA, 475 Fifth Ave, New York, NY
10017, (212) 684-1583 *

June 6-9-Los Angeles

Address

City
Telephones.

April 12 - Baltimore, Md.
One-day conference, cosponsored by
the AMAs Baltimore Chapter and the
Marketing Department of the Unlver
sity of Baltimore at the university

ft./.

Business

O Twin

Zip

~

Home

Aug. 8-11 -Memphis, Tenn.

[3 single (an additional $100 will be required for singleoccupancy)
~ Deposit enclosed, $100 per person, for -_ reservations.
Deposits
fully refundable up to March 25, 1976 Cancellation fees defined m tour

folder, which will be senton receiptof coupon.

~ ¤ triformation only

The AMA's 59th International Mar.
keting Conference in the Biltmore
Hotel
Theme
Marketing
Looks
Outward ' Contact Ron Zaizek

(Or Call 215-925-2123)

The 1976 Market,ng Educators Conterence, sponsored by the AMA s
Marketing Education Division, in Hyatt

Regency Hotel Theme
'Marketing
1776-1976 and Beyond
Contact
Ron Zalicek

*Indicates paid advertisement.
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Marketing Management
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Davis
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Industrial and consumer research techniques

differ, but work best when they woilc together
BY LEONARD R. LEARNER

Vice President

Crossley Surveys Inc., New York, and
JOSEPH RAGUS
Assistant Professor
Pace University, Pleasantville, N.Y.

SOME SAY A DICHOTOMY EXISTS BETWEEN INDUSTRIAL

food prods., Hunt-Wesson Foods Inc,

Fullerton, Calif
J. Steve Davis, Lawrence Miller, Vincent Ricci, & James D. Weinstein have
been named v ps, Benton & Bowles

be

an

different "breed of cat" because industrial markets and buyers

are "different." Admittedly there are differences, including:

1. Fewer industrial buying units, 2. Supposedly more rationality

among industrial buyers, 3. More direct selling in the industrial
marketplace, and 4. More sophisticated products in the
industrial area. Finding and reaching industrial buying

1 - .*4
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W.E. Strate has been appointed
mgr -mktg services, Star Mfg Co,
Oklahoma C,ty, mfr of pre-engineered
building systems
Richard E. Stratton has been named
dir of mktg, Roesch Inc, Belleville,
111, mfr of cookware and metal fireplaces
Larry C. Varvaro has been appointed
group mgr, Divisional Mktg Services/
Communications, St Regis Paper Co,
New York
John Patterson has been appointed
West Coast sales rep, The Durham
Mfg. Co, Durham, Conn
Merrill Dean has been appointed
v p of adm, Record & Music Div , Walt
Disney Productions

He will continue

as mgr of publications
Earl E. Sparks has been appointed
v p, mktg, Kinkead Industries, Chi.
cago, mfr of building material prods
Eleonor Sheldon has loined the mkt
rsch staff, GMA Rsch Corp , Portland,
Ore

Inc, New York, ad agency

identified those family members (wives, husbands, teenagers)
who most influenced brand decisions across each of 60 different

Richard D. Eyster to v p
Jerry Raso has loined Keuffel & Esser

dynamics of household brand decision making and ultimate

sup'plies mfr, as mktg mgr

techniques which helped to fully define the interpersonal
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supermarket buying patterns.
Since most marketing researchers

are adept in
in part) to each
or
whole
(in
s
technique
research
accommodating

"industrial
while.~

working within cor- ~s]~
buying
porate
**
requirements, do not
<5 completely discard 6~--*
&
their "consumer"
Joseph

Leonard R. Learner roles

when

making

more actionable marstudy they conduct, we would anticipate

keting data accumulation by the industrial marketer making
greater use of techniques in the consumer research domain and

Morristown,NJ, art & drafting

Current Rsch. Corp. has moved to
1640 5th St, Santa Monica, Calif
Dianna Hall has been named production mgr & Alice Bangert media
rscher &buyer, Group Fourlnc ,Greenville, SC, mktg communications i,rm
Don Popielarz has been promoted to

assoc rsch dir &vp& Richard Evans
& Sanford Roth to sr v ps , Oglivy &
Mother, New York, ad agency

Ragus

I~ 852:-· V ---- . 1/ZIF . &
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values as well. Benefits and appeals, though "industrial," must

r

to identify benefits, values, and needs and, in the process, to also:

-Identify market segments (end users);
-Monitor channels of distribution;
-Design acceptable product, package, and servicing
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industrial organizations. The research showed that a particular

buying decision involved 14 people, including end-users, internal
engineers, cost-conscious controllers, and intermediate and top

level corporate executives. Behavioral tracking of the buying

decision showed that 11 separate steps were required from
identification of the equipment need through order placement.
interviews

and

motivation research techniques, borrowed from the consumer

research field, which isolated and defined the key personal and

product needs, critical in influencing the buying decision, which
were then acted upon in product, marketing, and ad develop-

Likewise, a series of studies conducted for a major publisher
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When you've got a good product, you
want to be able to tell people about it, In no

uncertain terms And you can support your

right to make an advertising claim with a

Burke Claim Support Study It will help meet

network requirements and Insure you
against unfavorable publicity or other penames arising from regulatory agency proceedings
Burke's understanding of the critical Im-

portance of sample selection and demographic representation in documenting your
advertising has been gained through experience from research design to court testi-

mony. Your Burke representative is a
marketing research expert You can count

on him forastudy design that will effectively

.
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Correspondingly, buying influential research, demand analysis,

brand diffusion measurement, etc., are industrial research
techniques with broad implications for consumer product marketers.
For example, a study conducted by Crossley Surveys required
the finding and reaching of industrial buying influentials and
those having purchase authority in several large, complex

D.

5Z»ges

test your claim
Protect yourcredibility with a Claim Support Study As in other areas, when your
Burke
decision depends on research
delivers research you can depend on For

complete information, contact your nearest
Burke office

dgEd)

Burke
Marketing
Research, Inc.

Home Office 1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45206
(Phone 513/961-8000) · Offices also In New York (Phone
914/694-2000) • Chicago (Phone 312/469-7722) • San
Francisco

(Phone

415/893-1096)

•
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Industrial and consumer marketing research techniques .

market and attitude segmentation, corporate image research,
and advertising measurement are all techniques applicable to
mdustrial product markets as well as to consumer markets.

..0
..

can be accomplished best through the concurrent use of both
RESEARCH,
MOTIVATIONAL
REGARD,
THIS
IN
PRODUCT CONCEPT TESTING. MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS.
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-Select the best communications, sales strategy approaches,

Experience in both fields indicates that this need identification

6~' r
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configurations; and

etc ., not unlike similar investigations carried out in consumer
product and market development research.
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ways quite similar to those used to reach consumers.

In essence, industrial marketing research should be designed

1
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ment.

Co

borrowing and
and consumer research can grow and advance by
tigative techniques.
inves
ct~~
produ
's
other
each
ting
adap

deciding upon one packaged brand over another, the industrial
buyer is influenced by emotional and subjective product appeals.

it was the intensive depth

moted to chairman of the bd, and

vice versa. The twain may never fully meet, but both industrial

industrial buying decisions. Like the consuming housewife

Importantly,

Carr-Eyster Assocs Inc , Toledo, Ohio,

ing research
combination of consumer and industrial market

-

ii~ buyers,"

creative dir,, & chief operating officer,
formerly
Inc,
Carr-Johnson-Eyrter
ad agency John I. Carr has been pro-

and drugs to appliances and automobiles. Here it was a

But, on the other

J. Richard Wilson has been named
mgr, of mktg, Mercer Corp, mfr. of
hot melt adhes,ve appltcators
Herbert C. Upson has been appointed dir -corp communications services,
St Regis Paper Co , New York
James Lukas has ioined Michael
Amoroso, New York, mktg rsch. firm,
as a rsch assoc
Paul W. Kayser has been elected
vp, Farm Journal Inc , Philadelphia
Lawrence J. Hubbard has been named v.p. and managing dir., Ballot Rsch.
Co., Div., Starch INRA Hooper, Momaroneck, N.Y.
Cyril F. Halada has ioined Richardson, Myers & Donofrio Inc., Baltimore,
ad agency, as account supv.
Assoc. Biscuits of America Ltd. has
moved to 950 Third Ave, 14th floor.,
New York, NY 10022.
Daniel R. Murphy has pined Lando
inc , Pittsburgh, PR agency, as account
mgr
Robert H. Johnson has become pres,

consumer product categories from personal products to foods

influentials, those with purchase authority, is also difficult in a
large and complex industrial organization.

$~ hand, each individual
who purchases an
-. industrial product is
2 also a consumer.

Murphy

Wilson

Sparks

Dea n

Michael Israel has loined Popular
Library, New York, publishing co, as
dir of sales & mktg
Terry M. Furst has loined Shaklee
Corp , Emeryville, Calif, as mgr of
adv & PR
Stanley Moser and Jeramy Lanigan
has been appointed sr v.ps, Funk &
Wagnalls Inc, New York, subsidiary,
Dun & Bradstreet Cos Moser will be
responsible for supermarket sales,
Lanigan for direct mktg
Robert U. Brown has been named
Calif mktg dir., Kenyon & Eckhardt, ad
agency Jon S. Arnold has been named
creative dir & J. Richard Yocum, assoc
creative dir, Detroit office
James F. Frawley has been pro.
moted to dir of mktg, convenience

entirely

to

,

-

AND CONSUMER MARKETING RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
have

Weinstein

Ricci

Miller
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Toronto,

Paris,

Frankfurt, Milan, Gothenburg, Copenhagen, Mexico City,
Buenos Aires, and Sao Paulo
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Inside Industrial Marketing Marketing resea
rch in legal proceedings
AMA's Industrial Marketing Division
is having an active anti productive year
can often be proven by showing

that a sampling of opinion is the
only accurate and practical means

BY IAN MacFARLANE

through which the public attitude
can possibly be ascertained.

Vice President

AMA Industrial Marketing Division

THE AMA'S INDUSTRIAL MARKETING DIVISION IS
HAVING an active and productive year thanks to the help of
many individuals and local chapters. We've also had some disap-

pointments, which might be expected with such an ambitious

program. Here is a brief sketch of the activities and accomplish-

ments:

1. One of the division's big needs for continuity and planning
resulted in meaningful Industrial Marketing Executive
Committee Planning meetings in New York Aug. 21 and Dec. 4.

Both were well attended by section and committee chairpersons.
Another such meeting is scheduled for April.
2. During
the AMA's
1975
Marketing Educators' Conference in
.
Rochester, N.Y., we had a productive
1
brainstorming session with about 20
*
.1
educators discussing their industrial
0marketing needs, curriculum, and
~ '~z,5 8-72
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fact the survey in question is not
hearsay at all. In this approach,
the attitudes or opinions expressed

in the survey are put forth merely
as representative of the state of
mind of the respondents - and not
as proof of the facts at issue
Since those who observe the
respondents' state of mind are

available for

cross-examination

and subject to perjury, the
safeguards for which hearsay is

evidence.
In non -jury trials, the judge
decides on both the admissibility

and probative value of any
evidence
presented.
Here,

admissibility is less an obstacle
because the judge is no longer
concerned with screening the

unprofessional minds of jurors
from irrelevant, immaterial. or
unreliable evidence.
One of the

most

significant

trends with regard to the
dispensing of justice has been the
steady growth in the number and
importance of what are called
"administrative

procedures."

These are to be distinguished from

judicial processes.

Administrative hearings stem
from cases brought before an

which

said is true or false is avoided and

the Federal Trade Commission.

special workshop before the 1976

ascertaining whether what was
allegedly said was actually said.

evening during the

exception theories have been instituting a rapidly increasing
widely and successf

collaboration.

We are working with the AMA 's MarEducation

Division,

sponsors the annual Marketing
Educators' Conference, to arrange a

conference in Memphis, Tenn., or one

lan MacFarlane

A second argument against the
Hearsay Rule is to claim that in

jury trial procedure, the jury will
decide what weight to accord such

intended are well satisfied. The

educator-practitioner

keting
L-¥

The question of reliability is

somewhat more difficult to prove
and in many cases the issue hinges
on the reputation of those doing the
research and their survey
methods.

truly useful , survey research must

also be accorded some amount of
weight or probative value. In a

conference

to

issue of whether what respondents

the problem resolves down to

The state-of-mind and hearsay
ully

used to
present educator and practitioner gain favorable judicial opinions
on

industrial marketing curriculum perspectives. Monroe M. Bird the admissibility of survey
of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University has been research evidence. However, to be

instrumental in this effort.

3. The Ag-Chem Marketing Section conducted a very success-

hit Washington, D.C., conference in October, which attracted
about 120 industry and government leaders. This section,

concentrating on agricultural fertilizers and pesticides, has

developed into the major professional activity of its kind in its
field, thanks largely to Dale Harris of Rohm & Haas Co.
4. The manuscript for the first AMA Industrial Marketing
Bibliography since 1958 is to be ready by June 1. This effort is
being undertaken by Jack R. Pingry of Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute and Bird.
5. Under the direction of Mort Vitriol of Business Week and
George Young of Business Marketing Services, a very successful
Industrial Marketing Conference was held Feb. 3-4 in New York.

agency of the government, such as

With the increasing legislative

emphasis on consumer and
environmental protection, these
administrative agencies have been

number of legal and quasi-legal

procedures

HISTORICAL

.
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MENT :
From
the
period following the Civil War until
shortly after the turn of the

century, the use of public opinion in
judicial procedures was in an
informal, exploratory phase.
The courts recognized the
importance of such opinion,

particularly

in

regard

to

trademark confusion or unfair
competition cases. However, no
acceptable or practical means
were available for ascertaining

public opinion, and mitial efforts at
introducing such opinion failed.

From the turn of the century
until shortly before World War II,

efforts were made to introduce
psychological laboratory testing as
a means for determining confusion
in trademark infringement cases
Coca-Cola Co. vs. Chero-Cola Co.

(1920) represents the first known

use of psychological testing as

admissible evidence. But in this
case, the patent examiner' s

decision was reversed by the

commissioner, and the subject of

admissibility was not resolved.

Psychological testing received

very little recognition from the

courts, and it was not until 1940
( Lever

Brothers

vs.

Butler

Manufactur,ng Co.) that survey

research findings are first
reported to have been admitted in
DEVELOP-

.
industrial marketing sessions for the AMA's 59th International
Marketing Conference to be held in June in Los Angeles. The

program promises to be outstanding with sessions on industrial

selling, advertising, the marketing-R&D interface, and product

and business planning.

a judicial proceeding. This is also

about the time that psychological
testing was replaced by modern

sample survey techniques as a
method for probing public opinion
In

1947,

an

FTC

hearing

involving the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service provided the

8. The Industrial Marketing Advisory Council has been re-

structured to include at least one industrial marketing rep from
each chapter that has an interest in this area. The new council,

under chairman Dan Curll III of St. Joe Minerals Corp., now
includes about 30 members and will meet during the Los Angeles
conference for the first time. John Thompson, IMAC associate
chairman, is developing an Industrial Marketing Speakers'
Bureau to help chapters in planning industrial marketing

It attracted about 100 attendees for a full program related to the
development of the industrial marketing plan. A mail survey is

programs. A continuing need is to develop an industrial mar-

6. Aubrey Wilson conducted very successful workshops for the
AMA's Southern Connecticut and Buffalo-Niagara Chapters, but

9. Among the many chapters with industrial marketing
activities are: Chicago, monthly dinner meetings; Buffalo-

first instance of a probability

sample introduced as evidence In

The State Of New York vs. Franklin
National Bank (1951), the state-of-

mind theory was accepted as an
argument against hearsay, and
probative value was accorded the
survey results

In an FTC proceeding against
Crown Zellerbach Corp (1954),

being conducted among participants to test positive comments
initially received and provide a planning base for next year.

keting newsletter to more effectively inform various chapters of an administrative agency for the
first time admitted survey
what others are doing in the industrial marketing field

then, very unfortunately, he became ill and had to return to

Niagara, quarterly workshops; Connecticut, organizing a workshop; Los Angeles, two vice presidents for industrial marketing;
Southern Connecticut, very active; and Boston continues its IM

England to recuperate. The remaining eight workshops are being
rescheduled for May - Atlanta; Dow-Midland, Mich.; Case
Western Reserve, Cleveland; Owens-Corning Fibreglas, Toledo;
Toronto; Detroit; Minneapolis-St. Paul; and Chicago. Response

to the workshops has been encouraging, including about 30 per-

cent non-AMAers. Other chapters and firms also have expressed

interest in hosting workshops.

7. Don Kunstler of Elrick & Lavidge Inc. is planning the four

Group. Some other chapters also are increasing their industrial
marketing orientation. All chapters are encouraged to send

reports of their meetings and conferences to the Marketing

News.

10. Marvin Roscoe of AT&T is determining the future role and

involvement of the telephone utilities in the AMA's Public
Utilities Section. Ben Johnston of Union Electric Co. continues to

serve ably as president of the Electric Utility Market Resea
rch
Council. Arch Pettit of the Arkansas Power & Light Co. is

working to clarify the future role and involvement of gas utilities.

.*=1
0

Do you have a question
about Marketing Researchi

The AMA ' s Basic Bit*o graphy on Marketing Research can lead you to the

11. While the SIC Review Committee under John Finnegan of
Alan Wood Steel Co. is continuing its activities related to
Standard Industrial Classification codes, it more importantly is
grappling with what AMA should be doing with regard to a wide
variety of other codes of interest and benefit to marketers. He is
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LEGAL APPLICATIONS OF
Since its

inception

almost 25 years ago, Elrick &

Lavidge Inc has gained increasing

Not all the research E&L has

Issues has resulted in actual
courtroom or hearing use. In some
instances, the matters are settled

out of court or dropped

Sometimes the results of the

using a complete list of industrial marketing trade and business
publications for news release purposes
At least 13 percent and as many as 25 percent to 30 percent of

research have not provided
evidence the attorneys wished to
submit
Regardless of the
outcome, the surveys must be
conducted at all times as though
they would eventually
be
introduced as evidence

evote more time and effort to planning and continuity of the

experience show the wide variety
of ways in which marketing
research is being used in legal

15. Caroline Meisenbach of Business Week has compiled and is

Name

Today, survey research is a well-

conducted in connection with legal

also was not found to be keen.

'1

and based the reversal alnnost

entirely on the results of the
survey

generated some response and interest in reforming the section to

considered special IM awards for educators, but interest here

Complete this coupon and return it to Peggy Simpson
at the American Marketing Association office, 222 S
Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606

the commissioner of patents
reversed the examiner's decision

experience in marketmg research
involving legal or quasi-legal
matters

indicates no significant interest in or need for special industrial
marketing awards within the AMA. The committee also

research A copy in your library can save you hours of
unproductive searching through mountainous volumes

the original decision largely
dismissed the results of the survey
introduced as evidence, on appeal

13. The Construction Section under Jim Proodian of R.S. Means
Co. Inc. is studying the best role for the AMA regarding the

better serve AMAers' needs.
14. Preliminary evaluation by the Industrial Marketing
Awards Committee under Fred Webster of Dartmouth College

coverage of techniques and applications of marketing research, including material in the social sciences and other
disciplines that have direct applicabil,ty to marketing

International Milling Co. vs. Robin
Hood Popcorn Co. (1956). Although

SURVEYS:

construction industry. Articles in the Marketing News have
With 2,500 annotated references, this Third Edition pubhshed in September 1974, presents a thorough, up-to-date

cases with regard to the
acceptance of survey research in
legal proceedings is that of

Bell & Howell Co. is studying ways in which the Association can

ments are due on this shortly.
----,

Hearsay Rule
One of the most important of all

planning to make a more detailed report, possibly in this column
in June or July .
be of service with regard to metric conversion. More announce-

&1... --

research as an exception to the

recognized technique in legal
proceedings Improved survey
methods and more widespread
understanding of the techniques
have created a more conducive
atmosphere for admission of
survey results

12 . The Metric Standards Committee under Phil Goodell Jr . of

answer

,

AMA members are primarily interested in the marketing of
industrial products and services. In the interest of trying better
to serve the needs of these members, we have tried this year to
d

division's management.

A few examples from

E&L's

cases

However, we have much to learn and hope to benefit frorn

further advice from our members, I hope rnany of you
immediately will send me your suggestions. We are requesting a
top AMA management meeting in Chicago on April 22 to discuss
the division's future plans and programs. I hope to hear from you
before then. We want very much to benefit from your suggestions
for improvements to serve your needs better.

AM

1 Antitrust -- A market survey

concerning riding garden
tractors was used to define the
relevant market, a big issue in

the case
2 False

and
misleading
advertising - A market survey

concerning a weight-reducing
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

,
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Marketing research in legal proceedings
product was

conducted to

watch for this tendency and insist

determine the extent to which

on objectivity, If biases are

3 Trademark infringement - A

case will be damaged.
INTERVIEWERS MUST BE
SELECTED CAREFULLY, and

consumers were misled by the
ad.
Chicago suburban-area market

survey was conducted for a
leading manufactureralcoholic
of
distributor
beverages to determine the
extent of consumer confusion
between two trademarks

ultimately revealed in the
courtroom or hearing, the lawyer's

"

This

suggests

that

precoded

product.

survey of food store customers

was conducted for a leading
Chicago-area dairy to determine

geographic trading areas.

6 Filing for tariff changes - E&L

Regardless of whether state-of-

witnesses They should be selected

with this in mind.

Because the interviewers and

everyone else involved in the study

may be called to testify, it is

Precoded answers

or

listing on the questionnaire of
potential answers should be
avoided

In any survey work which is less

than a census or complete
enumeration of the population, the
selection of a sample of that
population is a key ingredient to
the success and reliability of the

desirable to keep the number of

done several market
leading
for
a
surveys
communications company
used
were
which
as
substantiation for tariff filmgs
has

In most of these examples, data

were presented in court (or

hearing), and E&L staff members

testifted
types

which are not specifically coded
should be referred to by some more
meaningful description such as
not applicable to the issues."

mind or hearsay exception is the
theory put forward to circumvent
the hearsay objection to survey
admissibility, interviewers are
quite likely to be called as

5 Unfair competition - A market

other

may be challenged All responses

questions can present a problem.
Any aspect of the questionnaire
which is deemed "leading" to
either interviewer or interviewee
is likely to contaminate the final

market survey concerning
shingles
aluminum
was
conducted in a case essentially
involving royalty and licensing
arrangements.

are

categories present a problem and

professional backgrounds in
interviewing and research will
greatly aid in the survey's
acceptance as legal evidence.

4. Unfair business practices - A

There

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

of

proceedings which now recogmze
and benefit from the introduction
of survey results. Prominent
among these are cases involving

sU::{:r. many years, survey
people involved in the entire
research was found unacceptable
research effort to a minimum It is or inadmissible precisely because
also desirable that as few people as
could not purport to
possible know the true purpose for the survey
ent the entire relevant
repres
conducting the survey In no event population. With modern survey
should the interviewers be so techniques and statistics, we now
informed,
take sample surveys which can
· a can
Editing of questionnaires is
be proven to have certain
common practice born out oi mathematical limits of reliability.
necessity, but, in the case of
Samples can be hkened to entire
legal
for
research
survey
populations with great statistical
procedures, detailed reasons
should be listed for each example

where editing was employed.
In coding, "miscellaneous"

accuracy However, this can only

be done with probability samples.

probability sample should be

one must strive to exceed standard

a non-probability sample.

convince a

define the universe or population
that is relevant to the issues at

and reliability of each step taken.

hand

admissibility and probative value
of research submitted as legal
evidence are likely to be

presented rather than results from

accepted practices and must

judge,

jury,

or

It is also important to carefully

examiner of the appropriateness

Surprisingly, in reviewing

Regardless of the research
the
employed,
procedures

past cases, the universe was often
improperly defined.

IN SUMMARY: Survey research

for legal proceedings requires
great care. The potential non-

sampling errors (in questionnaire
design, interviewer behavior,
editing, coding, etc.) are as
important as the potential
sampling errors.

In presenting the sampling

questioned. Therefore, the firm's

reliability, reputation for honesty,
intelligence, and meticulousness
will all be important in the total
success of the undertaking.
THIS ARTICLE is repnnted from Marketing Today,
published by Elnck Et Lavidge Inc, Chicago

procedures and methods employed

dM

Effie Awards competition first
deadline moved to March 15rds

THE DEADLINE for the first stage of the Effie Awa
competition, sponsored by the AMA's New York Chapter,
has been extended from March 1 to March 15, according to
Rena Bartos, chairwoman, 1976 Effie Awards Committee,
and senior vice president, J. Walter Thompson Co. Due

from contestants at this stage are the name of the product
or service advertised, data on whether the campaign was
national or regional, media used, and a brief statement on
the campaign's effectiveness.

If possible, survey results from a

-Adulterated and misbranded

foods, drugs, and cosmetics,

-Design patent infringement,
-Property valuations,
--Change of venue
Areas for legal application of

survey research in administrative
hearings probably out-number
judicial procedures In fact, the
administrative agencies
themselves, particularly the FTC,

have given a big boost to the
admissibility and probative value
of survey research by embracing it
for their own purposes

Iromcally, in the past, several

precedent-setting breakthroughs
for survey research as evidence in
legal proceedings stemmed from

rather poor research done by or for
federal
the
of
agencies
government. In any event, today

federal agencies are often such
strong advocates of the use of
survey research in their
administrative procedures that
they now are likely to subpoena all
past statistical surveys from
private-sector firms against whom
they institute proceedings.
SURVEY
CONDUCTING
LEGAL
FOR
RESEARCH
MATTERS: Surveys for legal

proceedings definitely differ from

other surveys If the survey is ever

introduced as evidence, every
communication
written
including the briefest scribbled
note - may be subpoenaed and
subjected to scrutiny by the
opposition.
Should any

of this

material

reveal a weakness in any of the
stages of the survey , the entire
effort lS likely to be discredited by

the opposition lawyer and either
ruled madmissible by the tribunal
or greatly reduced in the weight
accorded by the Jury, judge, or
hearing examiner
From

this

it

follows

that

communications should be kept to
a minimum. Only the
messages
essential

most
and

instructions should be written
down. All communications must be

concise and clear.
Questionnaires should be kept to
minimum length; yet there is a
danger in being too brief, lest the
opposition lawyer successfully
label the effort as a mere query,
thus enabling the subject of
respondent sincerity to be raised.

The questions themselves must be
and easily
straightforward

understood.

In questionnaire design a conflict

may arise between the lawyer and
the marketing researcher. The

lawyer, in his desire to present his
client's case in the most favorable
light and not closely understanding
survey research methods, may
inadvertently attempt to bias the
questionnaire.

The research director must
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AStrategic
Perspective
An intensive two-week seminar
designed to prepare marketing
man agers for the 1980's.

June 20-July 2,1976
Graduate School of Business
Stanford University
in the past decade, the rise ot consumerism , resource shortagev , serious inflation ,
the birth dearth, and increasing government regulation have all contributed to a
changing and dynamic role for marketing
in the modern corporation
Continuing change, yielding both threatf
and opportunities, appears certain in the
coming decade

The same period has also brought new

concepts, tools, and techniques for strategy analysis, enhancing marketers' abilities to anticipate and successfully react
to opportunitie~ and threats

This seminar ls designed for marketing
managers and for general manager, whose
present and future responsibiltrics will
bring them into frequent contact with the
strategle role of marketing .
Principal topics to be covered are:
Il Strategic Marketing Planning Strategies
for growth OManaging the product portfolio 0 Recent research on the impact of
market strategy OCost and price expenence effects and forecasting OMarket

segmentation

[3Maiketing in an Environment of

Change Marketing .1% demand manage-

ment ODe-marketing O Consumensm

El Mititinational Marketing Planning

G New Tools for Marketing AnalysiA and

Planning Decision .indly,14 O New niethodf

for product , offering . and strategy design
0 Computer and model-.iHisted planning
A total of 40 Clae x9910nS WIll be led by

a group ot eminent teacher-re;earcher,
drawn from the regular Stanford Bu~ine~
School faculty .ind from bu•,iness

Faculty
Director

David B Montgc , mery , Pt otevor of
Management and Area Coordinator for
Marketing, Stanford Graduate School ot
Business, former a«,sociate editor tor
j()lf )-}j~11 ()1 11, 1 /-ket/ im Rew, m /,,/om /1, 0

(,f 1 1,irketi//g, and 11,%/1, rgement 54 /emi
former chairman, TIMS Marketing College, exten~ve lecturing and confulting
on marketing strategy, market medurement, mari«mng information sy%tem%,

and des management in the U.S , Europe,
Japan, India. and New Zealand, coduthor

offeven books, including 11,1,/,igement
Wic,ne m 11,?rketmg. and over 40 article•,
and technical reports

Dr. Henry J. Claycamp, Vice PresidentMarketing, International Harvester, formerly Associate Professor of Marketing at
Stanford University, senior vice president
and member of Il·2 board of the N W
Ayer agency, and member of the Board
of Directors of the Adverti•,ing Research

Foundation , associate editor of Joic m,Ii
of .\1,irketing Revitrch li 31, i Jotiril,il 01
(.o#,sunier .Revi,/rth, former Chairman ot
TIMS Marketing College; A.M A. Vice
President-Marketing Management 1975-76

Robert T. Davis, Sebau i.in S. Kre•,ge Professor of Marketing, Stanford Graduate
School of Bu. iness. previougy director
of the Stanford Executive Program ind ot
the Stanford Sloan Program, formerly
Vice President-Marketing for Varian A,soclare, Inc , director of Saga (:orporation
and Granite Rock Company

Dr. David T. Kollat, Executive Vice
President and Director of Research for
Management Horizons, Inc., formerly Profes.or of Marketing in the College of AdminiStrative Sciences it Ohio State Unt-

versity, extensive consulting and executive education experience in a wide variety
of industries, coauthor of four books,
including Str,itegic lhirketing, and numerous articles dealing with the structural
and behavioral dimensions of consumer
markets and their implications for m:inufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers
.
William F. Massy, Vice Provost for Re4earch and Professor of Business Administration,Stanford University,AMA Vice
Pre, ident-Education 1976-77, formerly
Ford I)i,tmguished Visiting Profeswr of
Re~earch at the Graduate School of
Indu•,trial Administranon, Carnegie-Mellon
University Broad International consulting

experience in con4umer and indu4trial
markets Coauthor of eight booke, includ1 ng U,uket///g ZI,im?gement and i hikket
hegillentdtl{) il . and some 50 articles *ind
paper$

Adrian B. Ryans, Assibtant Profeuor of
Marketing, Stanford Gzaduate School of
Businev, tormerly on the facult) of the
School of Business Administration, Untver~ty of Western Ontario, industri.il
erperience in chenitcah and related industries, American M.irketing A,sociation
d 14sertation award winner Coauthor ot
( oilitimer ItchiTuic, 1 11)coretil,11 50111 ( ei.

.ind feveral papers on market medjurement, consumer behavior and pricing

Marketing Management : A Strategic
Perspective

June 20-July 2, 1976
Fee $1,550, covers tuition, living erpenses,

registration, books, and 9tudy materia!4
Smce enrollment is hmited, early application ts advised Deadhne for apphcatiom
IS Junel

For complete details and application,
contact·

Office of Continuing Education
Graduate School of Business
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305
(415) 497-3341
---------

-------

Office of Continuing Education
Graduate School of Business
Stanford University , Stanford, CA 94305
Pleafc •,end me complete details and applkation

for the *eminar
Marketing Management: A Strategic Per•,pective
Name

1 tric.
Organii.irinn

AddreH

Zip Code
MNM 12
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.lii."'fl&will'Ii"&1:1 1 .. Wright, v.p. of AMA Publications Division, talks
j about his many efforts as AMA's first publisher
Q.JM?Isn't there a new editor on deck for

A ,

'40.
.

««

"The publication budget is well in excess of

A. Yes, in July, when Cundiff ends his threeyear term, Edward C. Bursk will become

,:
«

... considerable ... KNI< was smart in setting up

unique experience to the Job. (See separate
article in this issue.) We are happy that he

the publisher position. "-John S. Wright

was willing to take the assignment.
'
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John S. Wright
Q. You have been vice president of the

AMA's Publications Division and publisher
for the AMA fur about eight months now.
What has been happening?
A. From one point of view, mine, too much
When I agreed to stand for the office of v p
for publications, I thought it would be an

interesting and not-too-demanding assign-

ment. After the ballots were counted, I was
told I would also serve as the AMA 's first
publisher, which added an entirely new and
broader dimension to the job. However, to
answer the question, each of the major
areas - journals, newspaper, and profes.
sional publications - needs to be looked at

separately.

Q. Will this mean that JM will change its

professional publications. This was the first
time such a meeting was held. One

from JM's status as a refereed professional
journal. The same high standards of article
acceptance are to be retained. However, JM

of "What should be the editorial mission of
JM and JMR?" Work will continue on the
subject and a clearer definition of editorial

published in separate volumes for each
conference in 1976 and will sell for less per
copy than recent combined works. In

JMR.

Moreover, precedures will be
established for greater coordination between the two journals. Some types of

inventory has been established All in all ,
this part of AMA publishing is highly
promising

articles now typically appearing in JM
possibly will be published in JMR in the

Q. What about the "Publisher Concept"? Is
it a good idea? Is it working?

coordinate their work more closely.

A. Yes, it is a capital idea The time was
overdue for AMA to establish the position of

editorial direction?
A. No and yes There is no plan to depart

important discussion point was the question

editors for many years have wanted to
publish more articles with management

mission will be established for both JM and

orientations. It is hoped, and anticipated,
that Bursk, drawing from his rich
experience, at HBR, may be able to

accomplish this objective.

The AMA, under the leadership of
President Arnold Corbin, is dedicated to

future, as the respective roles of each
Journal become clearer and the editors

expanding its membership composition to
include more marketing managers.

JM,

hopefully through its editorial content, will
be a factor in the achievement of this worthy

remains in good hands

A. I haven't gotten very involved with the
Marketing News. It is being handled
competently by Tom Caruso AMA

Q. How about JMRR

farorably disposed toward MN.

objective. In sum, JM is in good health and

membership and advertisers alike are

A. It also has a fine record of strong editors
in Bob Ferber, Ralph Day, and Frank Bass.
As a matter of fact, it is believed by many to
be the "Cadillac" in its field. Publicatton in

Q. You mentioned AMA professional
publications, what are they?

have felt, in recent years, that the contents
possibly too narrow an audience segment.

of Marketing Research (JMR). Both have a
history of strong editors. For the last two

first issue was that of February, 1976, is

Journal of Marketing (JM) and the Journal

decades the editors have received nominal
honorariums permitting thern to devote
increasing amounts of time and energy to
the editorial task. This has paid off for AMA
as Steuart-Henderson Britt, Eugene Kelley,
and Edward Cundiff have all provided
strong leadership and graced

editorial vitality.

JM with

A AMA has published a great variety of

of JMR may be too specialized - serving

quarterly professional Journals - the

materials over the years in addition to its
j~urnals, including conference proceedings,
monographs, books, bibliographies, and so

The present editor, Harper Boyd, whose

forth. To a degree this activity has been

striving to broaden the editorial base of

sporadic

JMR without diluting its recognized quality.

A An editorial strategy meeting was held m
Austin, Texas, in January. It was attended
by Cundiff, Bursk, Boyd, Pat Dunne and
in

our

roles

as

publisher

and

and

publisher-elect of AMA, and Keith Cox for

under
the
heading
"professional
publications" and we were fortunate to

persuade Cox to serve as managing editor.
He is ably assisted by Peggy Simpson, AMA
publications manager, who works in the
Central Services Office. We have made a

of a pragmatic flavor."- John S. Wright

position
This year we have focused primarily on

defining what the position entails, while
doing the routine things the publication's
vice president has done in the past. My own

particular talents and inclinations do not fall
into the financial and control realms
However, my elected successor, Dunne,
does have these talents and indmations. We

have worked closely on matters of budget
and control, and he should be able to further
the publisher idea during his term of office
which begins July 1.
Our Joint assessment of the importance of
the publisher to the conduct of future AMA

business is shown dramatically by our upcoming recommendation that the publisher
become an appointive position, with a salary
paid much in the fashion now employed for
AMA journal editors. When this is done, the

job will be performed more professionally
than can be expected from volunteer labor.

frustrations, meetings, and phone
conversations and hard decisions to make

The first two monographs in the series -

sound starts . The potential of the "Publisher

"Advertising Research" by Neil Holbert

»

revenue is, in my opinion, considerable. The
AMA was smart in setting up the publisher

Probably the most promising is the new
Monograph Series . Cox has sought our

and increasing

knowledgeable writers and signed them up
to write on topics where there appears to be
a need for up-to-date, pragmatic materials

become a more important vehicle for articles

publication budget is well in excess of
$500,000, and the potential for additional

As-

sociation income

favorably disposed toward MN. It may

addition, closer control on print orders and

Q. Are you happy about the last eight
months of AMA publications activities?

membership needs

4621j1tyl membership and adivertisers alike are

A Very much so, there have been many

But it has been fun and educational to be w
on the beginning of some good ideas, Hope-

fully, our efforts will help get them off to

Concept" especially is unlimited.

and "Research at the Top: Better Data for

Colorado

" "Commitment research" will achieve goal of i

involving top level management in research '

MANAGEMENT
TOP
PEOPLE should be involved in

because

researchers sometimes have to

terms of dollars, that produces
share gains, dollar increases,

increases in attitude preference, or

purchasing

power.

When top

practices, according to George

Frerichs,
executive
vice
president, Britt & Frerichs
Inc., Chicago. research and

consulting firm.

"Commitment research" is the

involvement he needs
~*H

answer to getting top management
involved, he recently told

members of AMA's Colorado
Chapter. And commitment re-

1915-16 chapter awards competition deadline July 1,
but local cllapters should be gathering information now
EVEN

THOUGH

THE
DEADLINE isn't until July 1,
AMA local chapters should
begin to collect the necessary
data and materials for their

that there are a number of classes
of awards and even though a
chapter might have fallen down m
one area, excellence in another
area still might qualify it for an
award. Strong consideration also is
given to local chapters which encountered and solved unusual

search includes three phases which
create a full cycle of involvement.

entries in the 1975-76 AMA
Chapter of the Year Award

concept testing, product development, market segmentation,
studies, etc., and is when
researchers plan what will
happen to the product two to four
years later.

the year.
I. Weber Jr., vice presidentEVALUATION of the
THE
elect of the AMA's Association entries will
be conducted by a
Development Division.
Chapter Awards Committee
Criteria
for judging the consisting of both national offlcers
competition have been revised to and past local chapter presidents.

PLANNING. This includes

2.' DEVELOPMENTAL. Thls is

when actual creation of the product
occurs, as well as testing of ads,
packaging, and name.
3. MONITORING. This

phase,

Frerichs said, involves building in

at the beginning such matters as
potential changes in packaging and
price. It should cover the product's

entire life cycle.
This full cycle will involve top

management because of the dollar
commitment it requires, he said.
When top management has dollar

involvement, it will be interested in
the research.
What top management wants, he
said, is research that pays off in

competition, according to Fred

give more weight to some of the

factors which make for a wellrounded chapter program, he
pointed out. In the past, 40 percent

difficulties during

The awards given will be

the

membership promotion, but this

Chapter of the Year Award,
Chapter Excellence Awards, and
Special Merit Awards
The chapter's report submitted
to the committee is the primary

Regular programs will account

evaluation. This report includes
information on all of the evaluation

of the points were based on

year only 25 percent will be
allocated to this area.

source of information for the

for another 20 percent and special
projects, activities, and events

criteria, such as chapter
programs, management, and

will be allocated as follows:

communications.
Preparation of the report, Weber
said, will take muchlesstimeifthe

another 20. The remaining points

chapter

management,

15;

attendance, 10; and communica- necessary information and
tion efforts, 10.
materials already available are

In addition, Weber of Portland
Gen@ral Electric Co pointed out

assembled now

/*H

Chapter News
Honolulu

managers see these benefits, they
will offer the researcher the

challenge corporate business

1.

unplanned.

number of important decisions concerning
this publication area, all aimed at serving

-/*////I#**,/4,4*4,0/,/00*0#*/-

research programs

somewhat

Recently we consolidated these efforts

Q. Whatelsehasbeendoneto strengthen the
journals?

myself

It may

become a more irnportant vehicle for the
publication of articles of a pragmatic flavor
which don't qualify for the Journals for
whatever reason.

JMR bestows on authors high favor in

Organizationl Policy Making" by Gabe and
Betsy Gelb, augur well for the series.
Conference proceedings will once again be

publisher for ltS publishing activities The

Q. How about the Marketing News?

academic circles. Many AMA members

Q. OK, then, let's start with the journals.
A. As you know, the AMA publishes two

~

8500,000... the potentia/... additiona/
revenue is

editor of JM. Former editor of the Harvard
Business Review, Bursk brings a wealth of

21
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Tapping tourist industry keeps nonprofit

institution solvent as local support fades
HOW CAN A NONPROFIT
INSTITUTION sell a product

that is not associated with fun
and games, has limited appeal,

and even is unaccessible to
many people?
By turning to the state's biggest

source of revenue - tourism,

according to Dave Huffman,
Bishop
marketing director,
Museum, and speaker at a recent
meeting of the AMA's Honolulu
Chapter.
Like many nonprofit institutions,
a few years ago, Bishop Museum

was faced with funding problems.
Though

a

major

research

institution with distinction in

entomology, anthropology, botany,
marine zoology, and history, the
museum depended financially on
small groups of contributors who

were being tapped by many
organizations. Just keeping its
doors open, not growing, cost $2
million a year
When museum administrators

excluded people
who
are
uninterested in the museum
because of social, economic, or
educational background, they
decided "either we are too big for

addition to the state's population.
To tap this rich source of revenue

and interest for the museum,

Bishop undertook two innovative

actions, he said

First, it established a branch at
King's Alley in Waikiki in a 1,000-

seat theater, where it set up a

small gallery and began staging

live shows.

Then, Huffman created

the

marketing phrase, "Passport to
Polynesm," and used the phrase

plus the word museum, in small
type on tickets which were
designed to look like old-fashioned
passports
These

tickets,

which

give

tourists entry to the theater, the
museum, its maritime exhibit, a
ship called The Falls of Clyde, and
a science center, cost $5. Visitors
call it the best buy in Hawaii, said

Huffman
The passport-ticket is now being
marketed in the mainland Umted
States, Japan, Canada, and the
South Pacific
In two years, the marketing

campaign

cost $275,000,

said

Huffman. Its results'?
The current average number of

visitors to the museum is about

Hawaii or Hawaii is too small for
US, said Huffman

1,000 a day, Five years ago, it was
200 to 250 Its monthly growth has

BESIDES
BRINGING
REVENUE, toUrists to Hawaii will

last year.

total 3 million in 1976, an important

been running 26 to 32 percent above
/*H
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Tylenol-Datril 'poker game' analyzed from marketing strategy viewpoint
illillliilllfZ9lllliillillllilll
. W

BY WILLIAM COPULSKY
Vice President
Office of Operations

W.R
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Grace & Co., New York, and
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Adiunct Associate Professor

Graduate Division

THE TYLENOL-DATRIL CAMPAIGN has been briefly
discussed twice in the Marketing News. by William E. Matthews
of the University of Denver Research Institute ("Do marketers
ever learn?" Nov. 21, 1975) and by Alfred Gerd of Barry College,
Miami Shores, Fla., (Letters, Dec. 19, 1973). I once had a student
who worked for May's, the low-priced chain, and his answer to
every case problem was "Cut the Price."

Having been engaged in both the business and academic world
for many years, I see this as a complex case which does not lend
itself to such simple analysis. The main characteristic of the
"real world," as Gerd calls it, is complexity. The Tylenol-Datril

I have no business or other aspirin combination
products are
Bayer's share is more

included,
like 25 to 30 percent of the unit
market and 20 to 25 percent of the

The makers of Datril, wistiing to

2. Position Datril as the only
alternate to Tylenol, effectively

the case from a
strategy viewpoint.

marketing

themselves

establish

the

in

f1

dollar market.

pushing out all other brands from

1 /
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f
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William Copulsky
necessary ad cost is built up, or 2.
believe its basic costs are lower
and therefore a market share
smaller than Tylenol's will still
yield enough profit to maintain an
ad campaign to increase market

share.
If Datril costs are not basically
lower than Tylenol's, Tylenol has
built-in advantages of economies of
scale through greater volume and
experience and can drive the price
down to the point where Datril will
have large losses. To do so, Tylenol

the consumer mind. This is the No.
2 strategy which says to the
consumer: "There's only the
leader and us, no one else counts. If
you don't like No. 1, we're the only
alternative." Avis once used this
very effectively in the rental car

to

Datril believed that Tylenol would
match the lower price, Datril must
either 1 be prepared to spend a

Or Tylenol could maintain some
constant price differential over
Datril, which it could support

losing money until a viable market
share that will support the

advertising than Datril could
afford The price differential would

Tylenol

choice

The

was

compete on price only
ONCE THE DATRIL MOVE
WAS MADE, Tylenol had two

strategies open to it: 1. to reduce
its

and

price

meet

Datril

competition head on or 2. to use
advertising and promotion to
convince Tylenol purchasers that

nnarket
IF, ON THE OTHER HAND

great deal on advertising while

viable size if it were able to come
up with differentiated product
characteristics perceived by the

academics invited to Chicago
by the Super Market Institute
Inc. for a round table discus-

consumer as such The price would

sion.
The five major areas they listed
energy,
productivity,
are:
economic research, technical
innovations, and consumer research. They also listed potential
research subjects within each of

values offered and depend on the

perception by the consumer of the

total value.

The power of Tylenol to retaliate

would be limited, since any change
in the product image to keep
customers attracted to the unique

Datril product image, would lose

customers who were negative to

the modified Tylenol image If
Datril was not able to conceive a

product image acceptable to
to

or

consumers

Datril

managers this option would be
closed to them
Why would Tylenol decide not to

reduce its price, but try to convince

the consumer that Tylenol was a
premium product? This is the
successful strategy that Bayer
Aspirin uses to sell its product at a

price up to several times that of
other aspirin products, which also

meet U.S P. specifications
Here are some reasons. 1 Since
Tylenol has several times the
market share of Datril, it 10Ses far
more profit than Datril when

prices are lowered, 2 price Itself ls
a signal of value to the consumer
WHEN THE TYLENOL PRICE

is lowered to meet competition, the
aware consumer now sees this as

an admittance that the product lS

no better than similar products.
However, if Tylenol can not,

by

recently

a

group

of

the food distribution industry,
according to Willard R Bishop,
vice president, research &
operations, SMI
"The SM1 is committed to
encouraging academic research in

Service;

distribution research among
university researchers and to
provide the opportunity for such

more about the research needs of

food distribution and maintains
several programs which can be of

value

to the interested
Bishop said

searcher,"

re-

"It is

hoped that this report of the results

of the meeting will encourage
discussion between academic researchers and executives and
motivate researchers to contac t
SMI's

Research

Division

regarding their current interests

and research efforts "
INFORMATION
THE SMI
SERVICE and Library contains a
unique collection of information on
He

encouraged

re-

searchers to visit the facility to
obtain the greatest value from i t,

but staff members will gladly

that ltS price reduction

discuss over the phone or in re-

would not be matched by Tylenol
In this case, the Datril strategy

sponse to mail inquiries the type of

gain

objectives·

1

the
Take

following
over

that

information available.
The division also maintains a file
w
of university researchers wim

segment of consumers who will

interest in food distribution and a

accept a lower price as not being a

listing

sign of lower value

projects. The staff also will share
this information, Bishop said SMI
lS at 303 E Ohio St., Chicago, IL

In the case of pure aspirin, Bayer
has about 80 percent of the market

on a unit basis, and 90 percent of
the Inarket on a dollar basis
However, when the differentiated

University of Maryland; Thomas

analysis;

was to stimulate interest in food

system.

would

University; David Barton, Cornell
University; Robert Blattberg,
University of Chicago; William
Boehm , Virgima Polytechnic and
State University; Jarvis Cain,

and private institutions to learn

Besides identifying these areas
and subjects, the round table also

consumer that Tylenol is worth a

believed

through a larger expenditure on

researchers from both land grant

the subject matter areas

supermarkets and many other
phases of the food distribution

it.
Datril could have reasonably

must believe that Datril is not
willing or not able to sustain such
losses and will leave the market.

Elam, University of Illinois; David
Huff, University of Texas; Edgar
Leonard, North Carolina State
University; Harvey Meier, Oregon
State University; Ikonard Prestwich University of Nebraska;
Donald Stitts, University of
Connecticut; William Wayman Jr.,
Georgia State University; Alan
Green, Red Owl Stores; Tim
Hammonds, National Association
of Food Chains, George Mehren,
Associated Milk Producers Inc ,
John Morissey, Super Valu Stores;
Gene Gerke, manager, SMI
economic analysis, Ron Stube,
manager,
operations
SMI

through an advertising and
promotion program, convince the

premium, this option is not open to

different product worth more

money is not possible,
2. Tylenol's basic costs are lower
than Datril, and-or Tylenol has a

built-in advantage due to
economies of scale and-or
experience.

both if price reductions would
increase the total market. I doubt

IN CONSIDERING the actual

decision by Datril and reaction by
Tylenol, the inferred alternate
are summarized
assumptions
below:
I Datril decides to compete

IN SUMMARY, what we are

seeing is a "real world" poker

game. Since we cannot really know

the hands, stakes, and strategies of
the players, the prediction of the

outcome is difficult

Experience shows that new
entrants rarely win a "heads-on"

with strategy against a strong product,

( "heads-on")

directly

the

have

financial resources or the
willingness to sustain heavy
losses until it builds up a large
market share.

significant. Moreover, the price

reductions will likely reduce sales
and profit in dollars far more than
increases in unit sales could
cornpensate for

not

does

3. Datril

if this price elastieity would be

Tylenol on a price basis.
Assumptions for decision:
1. A viable product differentiation

strategy is not possible,

2. Either ·
A. The price reduction would
not be matched by Tylenol In
this case Datril would ( i) gain
consumers
of
segment
responding to lower price, and
(ii) position Datril as No. 2 the
only alternate to Tylenol, or
B. The price reduction will be
matched by Tylenol. In this
case Datril (i) is willing to

but experience also shows that

some do win with such a strategy.
It

be

will

interesting

and

educational to see the outcome.
I'm glad I don't have to predict it.

I see m the Jan. 12 Advertising
Age that Datril is selling at about
one-seventh the volume of Tylenol.
Tylenol prices range from 99 cents
to over $2 per 100 tablets in New
York City, with Datril slightly over
$1 per 100 tablets in several New
York City stores, up from 79 cents
per 100 tablets in many stores in
the summer of 1975.

'MI

subsidize large losses while

-

top food distribution research areas ~

IMPORTANT
MOST
THE
TION RERIBU
DIST
FOOD
SEARCH areas were outlined

become part of the combination of

advertising is aimed at

decision:

1. A strategy to convince consumer
that Tylenol is a better or

Academics, assembled by SMI, list

they were getting a premium
product for a premium price.
Let US first examine the
consequences of the alternate
actions which were not taken. In
the case of Datril, should non-price
differentiation have been chosen it

could have carved out a market of

Datril is basically lower in cost
than Tylenol.
II Tylenol decides to lower price to
match Datril Assumptions for

absolute market size would be less
affected than market share.
However, the nature of the Datril's
ads is unlikely to do this since it is
aimed at replacing Tylenol and not
Tylenol's
which
aspirin,

- J."
~/ ~

market, had two options: 1 to
present their product as Identical
with Tylenol and compete on a
price basis, or 2 to present their
product as offering a different
bundle of values than Tylenol, and
therefore worth a price reflecting

that unique bundle of values.
That price could be lower than,
the same as, or higher than that of

Gerd suggests that Datril's

advertising would expand the total
Tylenol's
SO
that
market

market share is built up, or (ii)

The market could increase for

case is a poker game the outcome of which depends on the stakes
and strategies of the players.
connection with Tylenol or Datril
or any inside information, but I
would like to present an analysis of

ketchups

vi~

i*{51 -«Z . ·

Baruch College, City University of New York

-

set the relative market share This
is the case of Heinz vs. other

of

current

research

60611, (312) 467-7150
Participants in the round table

were John Allen, Michigan State

Lynn Wiese,
Information
SMI

Mary

manager,

Diane

Wolgemuth,

manager, research & surveys, and
Bishop.
The five areas and the list of

potential research subjects they
compiled are.

merchandising
alternative
strategies, such as everyday low
conventional
VS.
pricing

merchandising, and whether these
differences will become more
important ill the future.
-Analyze the impact of changes in
energy costs on store planning and
equipment decisions. For example,

what ts the optimum level of
insulation for today's super-

market?
-Study the practical future of exotic
energy sources in the supermarket,

techniques that recognize both the
consumer decision making process

and the need to analyze the impact
of a new store on the surrounding
community.

-Determ me the economies of the

scale and size of the retail superThere

market.

is

considerable

the
concerning
interest
determination of the most efficient
size of retail store under various
conditions.

-Define the economic performance
of a retail store. This analysis

would Include both a more
complete definition of the meaning
of performance and specific
this
how
on
suggestions
performance should be measured.
the

changing

capital

-Analyze

-Develop measures of productivity

TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS

which represent more realistic and

useful guides than the current
approaches. Improvements should

be considered in terms of both the
type and proportion of inputs and
the product mix and quality of output.

-Define

the

"motivators"

and

"satisfiers" for various work
groups in the food distribution

industry.

-Develop Techniques to measure The

tah ..r» I

ili . 9.
,//M/1997*1**~a~'
I BPS, :. ~
*~
~

Willard R. Bishop
research

'
PRODUCTIVITY:
-Develop measures of managerial

productivity from the store
manager to the executive suite.

i/
.-

for example, solar heat.

ECONOMIC RESEARCH
-Develop store location

structure of the supermarket
industry and the options available

to generate new capital.

house management information
system which Will permit a
manager to make appropriate use
of product movement and other
data that will be generated by a
Product

Code

(UPC)

scanning system.
inventory
improved
-Develop
control concepts and systems
which will be applicable in the
retail store.

impact of changes in the food
distribution system on the well-

-Evaluate the economic impact of
electronic funds transfer (EFT) on
the food distribution company,

related commercial enterprises
and the consumer.
-Investigate safeguards required in
an effective EFT system.

CONSUMER RESEARCH
-Developtechniques for "marketing
the store." This could include a

of
analysis
segmentation
customers, an evaluation of alternative methods of serving
customer needs, and an attempt to
more precisely determine what
actually makes a store different.

-Develop

criteria

describing

a

"good store" from the customer

point of view. Some aspects of the

supermarket may be " dissatisfiers" causing consumers to
stop purchasing; others might be

"motivators" drawing customers
the store. These attributes
should be identified and measured.

to

-Develop a store level and-or ware-

Universal

11.---1,0

„

-Analyze the components of value

implied by the consumer's decision

process. In other words, how does

the customer weigh price, service,
and nutritional content in product
purchasing decisions?
-Identify

and

investigate

the

implications of changing purchase
patterns on both the retailer and
AM
consumer.
/MI

Subscription Form - Give to Another Marketer

being of the general public. In such

an analysts, it may be helpful to
estimate the overall benefits and
costs that are actually experienced
by the consumer.
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Chapter News

Marketing News
and urgency to members on

both sides, according to R. J.
Hlavacek, vice president, research, Best Foods Division,

CPC International.

New York

There are several elements of

Marketers, REtD people, managers outline methods
to hike productivity at REID-marketing interface
IN THE FIRST OF A PLANNED SERIES of conferences on the

relationship between marketing and R&D, sponsored by the

AMA's New York Chapter, corporate representatives of
marketing, R&D, and general management exchanged ideas.
They discussed some methods their companies have used to
increase productivity at the R&D-marketing interface and the

still existing barriers to such increases.

2

'Sales problems make
Cooperation essential'

ML~144re ~re d~nnun*~:~
widely.
"Will it always be thus?" he
asked. "Or a few years from now,

when almost anything could be
marketed easily, R&D people

didn't pay much attention to
to
marketing,
according

Samuel W. Tinsley, director,
corporate research, Union
Carbide Corp.
This situation changed in the
1950s and 19605, he said. "Change

came slowly - it hit me between
the eyes in the mid-505 when it

finally became clear to me that I

will a marketer be standing here
saying, 'We are a wellcharacterized function; we are a
expense,
and
significant
management has recognized that
marketing is a corporate asset?"'

'Professional feelings ,
may slow productivity

PROFESSIONALISM CAN BE
A FACTOR in establishing

,·

~

*~-~
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Theodore M. Welton
going to structure these resources
and how they are going to employ
them "
An R&D project that meets long-

range company objectives, such as

classic example of this occurred at
Union Carbide
"WE HAVE A NEW VENTURE
on the West Coast where we hatch

and raise in captivity small
salmon. These fish were fed a

formulated high protein diet. They
did not see the marine life that
constitutes the diet of wild salmon;

consequently, the flesh remained
white.
"Many of us technical types, who
fancy ourselves as full of creative

marketing ideas, started gleefully

discussing things like product

differentiation
and
brand
identification, while marketing

held fast to a clear and concise
viewpoint - 'If we're gonna move

salmon, it's gotta be pink."'
There are other problems in

developing new products and
bringing them successfully to the
marketplace, Tinsley said. "For
example, the profit center or
'bottom line' manager who has
committed to deliver 'X' amount

of dollars in net income and is
about
to
jeopardize
performance evaluation and
compensation by assuming
risks associated with a

product.

"Then there is the

not
his
his
the

new

business

manager, charged with both
present profit and entrepreneurial
responsibility, who allows the
management of present problems

to invariably crowd out actions for
future benefit."
AREN'T
THESE
JUST
MARKETING - R&D interface

problems, Tinsley said. They are

problenns
for
general
management, though they are
faced by both marketing and R&D.
T i an R&D person at the

interface, he said, marketing
seems undefined as compared to
R&I). "R&D represents a wellThe
characterized function
Federal Accounting Standards
Board has issued specific

guidelines on what is to be
accounted and what is not to be

accounted as R&D. We have done

and continue to do a lot of research
on research, continuously striving
for better ways to perform our
function, which we share with each
other.
"We are a significant expense in
many corporations and more of
them are realizing that R&D is far
too important to be left to the
R&Ders, that R&D is the future

analog

of

expenditures "

today's

capital

professionals each is only willing to
touch those problems that clearly
fall within its professional

specialty.

„ The barriers, frustrations, and

problems the interface between
marketing and R&D has often

presented may grow out of a
misunderstanding between the
participants as to what the
missions of the two groups are.

" WE DID AN EXPERIMENT at
Carborundum recently," he said,
"We determined that the older
group in R&D, asked the simple
question, 'What do you do?,' tended
to respond, 'I am a ceramist' or 'I
am a polymer chemist.' The young
group more frequently responded,

To

approaches,

handle

said

R&D-marketing

relationships,

Carborundum has three groups
with profit responsibility, each

with

several

profit

center

divisions. Each division is
responsible for R&D projects
relating to products that parallel

its current line.
"OUR

POSITION

IS

that

artificial division between R&D

and marketing isolates the two;
each proposes ideas for the other to
carry out, and each strives to
saddle the other with the full
burden of risk.
„ To overcome this, we have
made R&D in operating groups a
tool of marketing," Welton said
"This probably results in some
duplication of expenses with

corporate

research

and

development, the group charged
with getting Carborundum into
new businesses, but the effort has
taken a lot of sting out of the interdepartmental
interface

I work for Carborundum in problems."

research "'
In

the

stopped

last minute changes triggered by
inadequate financial or market
analyses, and he may be less than
enthusiastic the next time marketing calls for a major effort."

new product must follow." At Best
Foods, there is a six-step system.
At the first step, the technical
feasibility ofnew ideas isassessed.
Second, the concept is evaluated by
both marketing and R&D
„ Concepts surviving focus grou
p

1960s,

management

assuming

that

marketing's duty was to sell
whatever R&D developed, said
Welton. Instead, management
began to expect R&D to meet needs

uncovered by marketing research.

Today, nnost basic research is

Because corporate R&D works
mostly on projects that are new
businesses to Carborundum,
Welton said, we look for marketing
capability outside the company to
avoid problems in the existing
company groups.
"But we have in the past three
years made a strong, sustained

done by govermnent agencies and
academic institutions, he said.

effort to convert the professional
research
people
to
an

concerned with implementation of
long-range company objectives
rather than basic research.

identifying the customer, the
market segment, and the other
main ingredients as early as

Industrial R&D is likely to be

"Overall organizational changes

have resulted in more stress and
shifting in R&D than in marketing.
Our educational system to prepare
R&D personnel and our usual

methods of establishing corporate
salary and incentive programs set
up an internal interface within

understanding of the importance of

P0ssible in an R&D project.
"I think I have seen the scope of
industrial R&D narrow until it maY

be possible to regard it as a
discrete but an actual part of
marketing whose real objective is
technical, and that if it achieves
that, the sales group, not the

R&D, which I describe as commer-

marketing group, because R&D is

cialism vs. professionalism.

a part of that larger whole, is in an
untenable position if it does not

THE
VENTURE
TEAM
APPROACH used by many

achieve an economic success," he
said.

companies now brings autonomy to

"What is needed to improve
productivity at 1.e interface is a

lower levels, Welton said. "It is

difficult to get the young, good

strong commitment from the top, a

PhD. who heads the team to be

perception of the people involved

"properly concerned with the
market at the inception of a
project.
It brings him squarely up against

the interface - he feels
competition from a discipline with
which he is not comfortable, and a
loss of independence, which as a
researcher he highly values.
"What is needed is that

marketing people recognize the
need to look inward at their own
organizations at an early time, to
find out what marketing oriented
resources are needed to make the
R&D product go - how they are

However, he finds little comfort in

'Plans, communication

needed at interface'

BETTER COMMUNICATION
AND PLANNING, along with

investigate

some flexibility, will improve

competitive products, the patent
situation, regulatory requirements, etc, Limited lab work in the
preparation of product models will
begin ."

production at the R&Dmarketing interface,
according to J.C. Livengood,
president, Monsanto FlavorEssence Inc.

said

"R&D

will

IN STEP THREE, R&D makes a

"It is communication between

characteristics, name, package,
and ads. The next three steps are
prediction of share and volume,
market test, and national

respect," he said. "This respect
and knowledge of each other's
capabilities are keys to increased
marketing and R&D productivity

action between R&D and mar-

planning becomes vital

prototype, while marketing tests these two disciplines that leads to a
all
product elements
_ team effort based on mutual

expansion, he said. Then the inter-

keting becomes less important.
The emphasis passes to the interaction between R&D and

"Along with communications,

to the

productivity of marketing and
research. Planning is done in each

of our orgamzations, but to varying
degrees and with varying
enthusiasms
ultimate
and
successes

"There are marketing plans,
in new _product development is
establishing product objectives, there are research program plans,

etc,, is likely to require different

interface

important, Tinsley said. But it can
be hard when marketers and R&D
people have different viewpoints. A

agreed-to system of sequence of
events which the development of a

engineering,
manufacturing,
distribution, and finance

Welton, group vice president,
The Carborundum Co.
"While scientists have for a very
long time regarded themselves as
professionals, it is more recently
that marketing has developed a
profession around its job As

"The seasoned new product re-

searcher understands that mar-

greater growth rate, higher
market share, recession-proof,

could sell them."

automatically market whatever
develops, cooperation
R&D
between the two functions is

,

-

marketing
Welton.

Today, when marketers can't

ji
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barriers to productivity at the
interface between R&D and
marketing, according to T.M.
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was making new and wonderful

compounds that nobody wanted.
Not even our Fine Chemicals group

,

the researcher in the opposite
direction.

keting situations can change .

"The first element is a mutually

intent to purchase," Hlavacek

-r

change in commitment can affect

good communication , he said

4 -i ·i sessions
are
subjected
to
p--- 62 quantifiable concept tests, which
*1.Il .. better measure the consumers'

Marketing doesn't seem to be
well characterized, Tinsley said,

IN THE EARLY POSTWORLD WAR II YEARS,

..-
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March 12, 1976
man. Conversely, a last minute

that there is a real problem, a
determination to find a new

direction, and time in which to do
it."

Three Cs invigorate
REID-marketing link'

'

Another communication element

Hlavacek said Marketing outlines

and co~npany growth plans, "

theproduct objectives, packaging said

he

These are sometimes

approach, expected problems, and

disconnected, separate documents
and it should surprise no one that
the achievements are often
minimal "
Marketing-R&D plans should be

sessions are the third element of

flexible

needs. and expected pricing R&D
prepares a proposal covering

objectives, benefits to company,
business

analysis,

technical

schedule and budget.
"Regularly scheduled review

communication

Other depart-

ments should be involved - manufacturing to determine plant
capabilities, finance to estimate
profitability, and distribution to
anticipate storage and transP0rtation requirements."

A FOURTH ELEMENT should

part of an overall plan, said
Livengood

They also should be

-ANY
PLAN
MUST
BE
FLEXIBLE enough to exploit the

unexpected, whether lt be a

scientific breakthrough in the lab
or a vast new product market
unlocked by a clever salesperson
for an existing product.

"I

can ask my R&D people to

be a monthly management report
in
language
non-technical
describing the status of the project,
he said.

produce a wrinkle remover for
Milady, but if a sharp scientist
finds that one of his test tubes
yields not a wrinkle remover but

Hlavacek said "One of the most
prevalent explanations for project

it And keep the researchers
looking for the wrinkle remover."
Communication and planning

"Ths second C, cooperation, lS a the world's best cure for hangnail,
necessary component of a success- accept the hangnail cure with
ful new product introduction." thanks and market the hell out of
'

failures was the lack of meamngful
interaction between marketing and are necessary for productivity,

R&D
"Marketing and R&D must
carry out their respective phases
of the development. Marketing
must carefully test the concept to

be sure that there is a serious
iintent to buy on the part of the
consumer Through interaction

said Livengood, but for ultimate

success, there nnust also be
direction, implementation, and
coordination.
"In my company, we start out by

determining what objectives both
marketing and R&D should be
striving to achieve," he said. "It

with the consumer, it must reflne
the objectives, passing any
modifications of the original

becomes my responsibility to
communicate the overall direction

the project is consistent with

-WITHIN
JECTIVES,

concept to R&D.
"Marketing must establish that

corporate goals A new product for
which we lack the expertise will
have little impact on our ability to
achieve sales goals. And mar-

keting should arrange for a
detailed financial analysis.

te~~~gy amv~abl~sfemm~~ter~
~~~x~er~~~1 Sourpcre~ct~creeduceth~
objectives and schedule outlined
by marketing and keep marketing
posted on problems and opportunities.
"MARKETING AND R&D miist

appreciate each other's skills,"

said Hlavacek. "This overcomes
the twin problem of the marketing
man whose concept of research is
that all projects can be completed
in two months with the impossible
ones taking four and the R&D man

who seems to be creating a
retirement project."
To foster the R&D interface,

of the company to each of the
separate departments.
OVERALL

OB-

each department
must have its objectives. If my
objectives have been spelled out

properly, resultant research and

marketing directions should be

convergent.

"Next,
the
increased
productivity of these two
departments can be enhanced
through a mechanism of joint

responsibility.

It

must

be

structured in such a manner that
the appropriate marketing and
research people succeed or fail
together and never individually."
Research people should report to

the top company researcher, said
Livengood, and marketers should

report to the head of the marketing

function. Then department heads

can be sure that there is joint
responsibility

for

R&D

marketing activities.
Those who will

be

and

working

toward goals should help set them,

he said. Then each person will feel

a

pride

of

authorship and

THREE Cs. COMMUNICATION, COOPERATION, AND
COMMITMENT, can make the
R&D-marketing interface a
dynamic membrane which

management must be committed
enough to mandate authority,
priority, and financial support for
introduction provides enormous

planning and communication,"

transmits information, vigor,

job satisfaction to the research

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

the project, he said.

"A successful new

product

commitment to success. And there

should be awards for success.

"The way to get the most from
R&D and marketing is through

'

Livengood

'

-CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

+

must be
communication
interspersed with direction,
commitment, coordination,
reward for success, personnel
selection and development, joint
responsibility, and, last but not
least, implementation .

marketing report to me to insure
communication and coordination
between the two functions."

had declined, the cost of each one
had risen, and the average life-

new product development and
marketing efforts in five ways, he
said.

itself in ongoing programs b>
directly funding and supervising

"THE PROBLEM MAINLY was

articulated a statement of
corporate strategy, spelling out
where we want to be five years
from now and how we intend to get

regularly progress reports and
forecasts in key research areas.

areas where we want to invest and
avoids needless discussion or
misunderstanding at the interface.

"Anyone who has ever looked
work
R&D
at
carefully
understands that here as much as

4

span of each was dropping.

+~
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a lack of proper communication

and collaboration between R&D

and marketing ," he said, " and also
a lack of understanding of,
with,
involvement
and
commitment to the technical effort
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'Product manager plan -

on

planning
not
but
development,

or
the

managing of product lines as

business areas - can be the
key to increasing productivity
R&D-marketing
at
the

function that manages and directs
marketing,

from

of

senior

adopted the portfolio concept as
an R&D planning tool, said Laster.
"The portfolio concept assumes

manager who is directly that the business needs for any
accountable for the results of his given product or product category
business area with commensurate can be summarized along one side
authority.
of a sheet of paper, while the

"Product management is the
input

part

To solve this problem, GF

W.D. McGary

interface, according to W.J.
McGary, manager of productagricultural equipment,
International Harvester.
the

the

management.

solves interface woes' ~ ~
MANAGEMENT

engineering, and manufacturing

with strong financial analysis from

the full-time group or business
area controller at IH," he said.
"Product managers need one

basic criteria - the ability to
manage a successful business.

They come from all disciplines,

marketing, manufacturing,
engineering, or finance."

"Each manager has a full-time

professional members."

THE MARKETING PLANNING

member provides a line between
marketing
regional
IH's
product
the
and
n
izatio
organ

group. The engineering member

testing and development, and

release to manufacturing.
Facilities and tooling estimates
fabrication,
planning,
for
assembly, and quality control are

accountable for a specific proJect
within the group

throughout their life cycles. They
continually review current and

the

and

level

/*d
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:At ad agency, marketing research
must supply input to enhance ads'
MARKETING

RESEARCH.

one of the most important
functions at an ad agency,
all aspects of
ad~rldesg,
fronn concept

THE FIRST TEST of an ad

campaign is its ability to make
consumers aware of the
advertiser's story and shift
consumer attitudes in a direction
favorable to the advertiser.

"At Marschalk, we believe in two

kinds of partnerships - the
partnership between ourselves and

to go about setting the necessar~

Marschalk Advertising.

programs "
To facilitate communication and

groups," said Daume. "Only when
the dialogues of a partnership are
maintained can be the output be an

below

Someone

management

level

the

of

general

management must be directly and

They work wath engineering and
other R&D groups to keep abreast

primarily accountable for a
product line throughout its planned

of development programs, and
they ensure that design concepts
and
reliability
Incorporate
serviceability, and consider
warranty costs and consumer
acceptance.

life cycle,"

operation, product managers must

ECONOMY
THE
WHEN
became troubled in the early
1970s, General Foods really

into five business areas," MeGary
said "Each business area has a

working

management committee."

Adding a product management

new

"Two years ago, we divided our
division's 14 product committees

the

process. Early in each planning

system to this new IH system has

product

produce productivity

key managers and professionals at

active participation in the planning

our clients, and the partnership be-

you add, recognize, and utilize

sometimes the results It did not

thereby encourage direct, open,

the interface is its support of and

president and director of
research,
marketing

anticipate consumer needs, and

for a product line throughout its
Thus, excess costs,
life cycle
uction dates, and
prod
missed
unacceptable market share were

structure and process have been

according to Hal Daume, vice

engineering and production time,

NO ONE WAS ACCOUNTABLE

"The third contribution the

be supported by technology,
whether it should be, and if so, how

marketing will improve only when

innovative products," he said
"Rather, it was one of continuous
until
development
product
production and then start or
continue another new program.

unencumbered dialogue between

within

whether a given business goal can

product

not always conducive to truly

management committee makes to

frame

strategic
to
development
the
loping
deve
to
ioning
P0sit
executions,
possible
best

introductions to allow enough

said. "IH's previous system was

redesigned to shorten and simplify
lines of communication and

specific

but must sit down with their
research counterparts and explore
in
the question of
depth

philosophies, MeGary said.
"The productivity of R&D and

consider world markets, McGary

resource allocation can be made.

supporting them.
"Marketing people are in a
situation where they not only may

arrange

Because IH is an international

anywhere it is the working climate

which

and what is expected of them m

segments of GF even more, Laster
said, "I serve as spokesman with
senior management for R&D and

take competition into account, he
said

management

efforts. These priorities provide a

relevant business objectives are

prevented any collision of the
technical and non- technical

new

the

an

A fifth contribution is

intangible one - climate. He said,

that finally determines whether we
win or lose.
"The entire management

"RESEARCH PEOPLE GAIN a

future products to weed out those
with low volume and-or low profit
of

GF management also involves

assigned
has
committee
investment priorities to the various
business and business-building

better understanding of what the

the

said, are products which meet or
exceed profit margin goals

timing

"Second,

this way, it becomes easier for the
people on one side of the line to
understand what is happening on
the other side and to mesh and
balance their efforts with those of
the other side.

provides the design concept,

The project manager, who is
active in major programs, is

managers

there. This brings into focus the

"With the material displayed in

Each business area has full-time

related

business plans and
technical portfolios."

„First, we have developed and projects
with sufficient long-range
importance and by reviewing

meet those needs can be lined up on
the other side.

THEIR OBJECTIVES. MeGary

Product

THE ROLE OF SENIOR
MANAGEMENT in GF is to affect

technical programs designed to

comptroller who provides financial
analysis for day-to-day and
product investment decisions.

responsibility of
the
manufacturing member.

cycle, the committee approves a
set of guidelines within which the
individual units can develop their

products that could satisfy those
desires "
In a study of its technological

capability, Laster said, GF found
that the number of its new products

said Livengood "But planning and

PRODUCT
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'Hard times emphasize
interface importance'

cooperation between the different

product

Executives

in

both

marketing
R&D

and

CALIFORNIA AND NEW YORK

each have more than 2 million
persons aged 65 and older and
Pennsylvania, Florida, Texas,
Illinois, and Ohio each have more

than 1 million, according to mid1975 Census Bureau estimates

4*1

The sole purpose of research at
an agency is to supply input that

tween our research department
and our creative and account

will enhance the advertising, he
recently told members of the

exponential function of the input "

the effectiveness of ads by having

agency must provide ads that will

the consumer or potential
consumer, and his or her attitudes

Informed of the products and
services, he said

AMA's Cleveland Chapter
A researcher can only enhance
"a full knowledge of the product,

toward not only the brand for
which we are creating but also the

The marketer must provide

products and services that will
meet

needs.

consumers'

meet consumers'

needs

to

The

be

Research must understand the
work of both client and agency in

competition as well

order to provide the information

mfty samples and cute formulas,"
he said. "A lot is just basic hard

agency is successful in meeting
these consumer needs.

"Marketing research isn't all

work "

that

determines

whether

the

40

2

·

learned the importance of the
R&D-marketing interface,
according to Richard Laster,

These ¢14ys,

executive vice president, GF.
"In a time of steadily increasing

costs of traditional sources of
animal protein, there is clearly a

major opportunity for anybody

who can develop economical and
acceptable alternatives.
time of

a

"And in

steadily

increasing concern with health and

well-being," he said, "advancing
scientific knowledge holds the

prospect of developing whole

families

and

generations

of

too much research
is irrelevant:

Atlanta

Professional contributions bring
award for marketing to Darden
CLAIBOURNE H. DARDEN
JR., president, Darden Re-

search Corp., was honored as

"The Marketing Professional
of the Year" by the AMA's At-

lanta Chapter for his "signifi-

-9-„=..= cant contributions to the marI~ keting profession."

His job as a marketer is to align

~1.--- ~41~

the consumer's preferences with a

mi, **fifi Ul'~1 Z~2,~duc~1*r ~vi~
companies

--/ fi -

-

know

customers want , where they want

lt, and how much they want to pay

for it, This helps the compames

while making
happier "

Illillill%ziiet

what

their

,.f#all
1*- --/...../....

their

customers

Though well-known for political

polls, Darden's basic business is

-Ir'S. 1 44~ test marketing new products
and
attitude,
packages,

and

ad,

pricing. and image research. It

I
Claibourne H. Darden Jr.

serves banks, manufacturers,
trade organizations, ad agencies,
~*H
and media

In research today, you can often get

We tailor our skills, staff, and

what you don't pay for

facilitiestoyourspecific problem.

that isn't valuable, because it isn't

telephone stations) to gather data all over

Irrelevant information Information

relevant. Relevant toyourspecific
problem. Program. OrloMg range plan.
At RICI, we firmly believe you should

get what you pay for.
Truly relevant research.
And we use simple, clearcut

parameters to give it to you.
All good research programs are

based on fourdefinite steps.
Comprehension. Design. Execution.
And reporting.
That's why we provide active
principal involvement. A thorough

understanding of information objectives.
Complete understanding of sampling

theory.

We use our giant WATS system (180

the country. Economically. And we never
subcontract your work. You get fast

turnaround time and better control on
your projects.

The end result? Meaningful reports,

written to be understood, not irrelevant.
Call us.

RESEARCH

INFORMATION
CENTER,INC =s*Ut®
A subsidiary of The Greyhound Corporation
Call Hilda Barnes, Mary Ann Mayor John Uhles
at 602-248-5430 Or write RICI Greyhound
Tower Phoenix, Arizona 85077
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THE MARKETPLACE is civailable for the placement of both
position-open and position-wanted (Marketing Personnel

The Marketplace
MANAGEMENT

*

~ Nm0drutshter~as~ I~nadt,oe~e~o~~ensaautt,Oa~a~nn ,

recruiting,or closely allied f ields, preferably in Inarketing as applied to

*

recruitment. A knowledge of Department of Defense and defense

* planning, programming, and budgeting system is desirable. Ability ~
* manage
the required review of quantitative analysis
* recruiting advertising, retention and incentive programs essential. The
* position, located within the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
* (Manpower and Reserve Affairs), is that of Director of Accession &
*
Retention, GS-301-16, salary $36,338 p a The Director has overall
* responsibility for D 0. D, policy development
and review of all service
* plans and budgets related to accession and retention of both active and
* reserve military personnel

® Participation in the shaping and growth of a newly-defined function.

position

4 Pentagon, Washington, D.C 20301 Attention AP-PS.

manpower research. (You are probably a Senior Market Analyst
or Prolect Supervisor at present, with an automotive-oriented consumer
products company ) You hold an advanced degree, have a backgrou
nd in

MARKETING RESEARCH
PROJIECT SUPERVISOR

quantitative methods, and consider yourself a skilled oral and written
communicator

~GENERA~I THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER CO.
1 General Street
Akron, Ohio 44329

~055 Old Highway Eight

, Maior Los Angeles agency |
,

i seeks ambitious, consclenI tious, marketing-oriented
Account Executive for im' portant consumer package

i MARKET REPRESENTATION i '
~

~ ,, goods account MBA and

~
~

I

, Acl Agency/package goods

nelwork. Responsibilities include retal site analyss,

~

business and market planning

I

' experience required. New
I products experience desir-

I

characteristics.

Ideally,

background

would

able . Send resume andsa.

~ 2
~

include

Equal Opportunity Employe

1 4.

exlensive analytical and business planning experience
with retail dealer-oriented company. Reports to

Director, Market Planning

'

I * lary history in confidence
li
to Box C-2099.

I

Send resume including

MARKETING FACULTY 22 2 S
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

1

1

,/.9

THE NUMBER OF U.S.
HOUSEHOLDS with more than
one TV set, color TV, or cable
TV
increased
between
and
November,
1974,

basis Teaching interests should include marketing research and/or pro-

:

November, 1975, according to
Arbitron
"Television
the

will be considered at a lower salary level with a salary adlustment con-

-

Census,"

:

Starting salary for this position will be $21,600 on a twelve month

motion management People with a doctorate are preferred. but ABD's

tingency clause This position Is available for the Fall, 1976 The Unlversity is an affirmative action and equal opportunity employer Applications
from women and minorities are encouraged Send resume to

Wm. J. Whitmore
Box 51
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville, :L 62026

2:222:25:22j:22:22:2:.22226262662Ce:2222

.

available

(begin

iate

As~~ate Pr~fessor of Marketin g
teaching undergraduateand M B
A courses Ph D or DBA complete by September 1, 1976 with

malor

in

Marketing

Teaching

interests should emphasize quan-

titative methods in marketing re-

phys cal Cod~ssturi~:;io:eh~~~~~jrco~

interests also encouraged Salary

competitive TCU Is an affirmative action/equal opportunity
employer Deadline for applications, April 1. Send resume to
Dr Raymond Mcleod, Jr,,Chairman, Department of Business
Management,
M
J
Neeley
School of Business, Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas
76129
FACULTY POSITION
Arts College with strong
Business Administration program has

Liberal

open positions for Fall , 1976 , teaching
Marketing courses

Rank and salary

open and competitive

Will

consider

ABD in process, plus teaching and
business experience Affirmative Action

- Equal Opportunity Employer Send
apps
to Dr
Kenneth
Fladmark,
Susquehanna University, Selingsgrove,
Pa 17870

~i
•

~

STAFFCONSULTANT
Malor firm with largely technical

lines for both industry and consumer markets is searching for

Fall,

1975,

edition.

Multi-set TV households totaled

v,r·

32 2 million, 1.3 million more than

2

in November, 1974, Arbitron said.
Baltimore leads with multi-set TV

T
.

penetration of 62 percent.
Cincinnati has 61 percent and

'

Detroit 60 percent.

:

Other markets with at least 55
percent
penetration
are

i
i

Philadelphia 58 percent; Chicago
and Rochester, N Y 57 percent,
Las Vegas 56 percent, and New

2:2:2: ,

Position

·
;

i

person

back-

i

'York 55 percent

~
.
'i

ground in Internal planning and
strategy assignments MBA re quired with undergraduate degree in science, math, or engl

~:
.
:
.

HOUSEHOLDS WITH COLOR
TV SETS totaled 51 . 3 million or 73

percent of TV owners, up from 47 8

.

E

million in November, 1974, said

age Some travel

Show us your

:

Art)itron

~
.

resume with salary history Write
Box No. C-2103.

:

:

i

with

neering

advanced

Unusual benefit pack-

..:

< .-.-I---I--I----1
SENIORRESEARCH
3
j
ANALYST
~

Of the 17 markets with 80 percent

or

more

color

penetration,

Lubbock, Texas, led with 90
percent Fort Myers and West
Palm Beach, Fla , had 84 percent

~ Our
research department is growing r The number of households with
if you have an MBA and some r cable TV rose to 9 5 million or 13

~
4

6

with our markets You can grow with us

1

experience in the professional tools of

1

successful researchpractice Our firm is

I

~ a respected midwestern company in 1
r

and concepts Degreed with Malor m

f

§

Marketing Box P-4383

FREELANCE

J

}

MARKET RESEARCHERS

Interested in working on prolect basis
Prefer experience in chemicals,
plastics, medical equipment, processing
m/chinery, metals, other industrial

~

areas Call or write Ivan Smith, Proaction Marketing, 27368 Tarlton Adelphi
Rd, Laurelville, OH 43135, 614 332 6435

.1---=----=-1

ASSISTANTPRODUCTMANAGER
Outstand,ng opportunity In a growth ~
industry

Do you have 1

or 2 years ~

experience in packaged products or A
~ other onsumer goods ? MBA a plus /

~t~5%,~TU oq'uf~~~dcz°ons$2(Z·$2Z~
this great lot) - send resume and salary

~ picture to Box No

C-2101

~

A...=71.VA===VA<

percent of U S. TV households, an
Increase of 800,000, according to
the Arbitron census

San Francisco 433,400, New York
377,300, Philadelphia 357,900, Los
Angeles 354,300, Pittsburgh 297,300,
Wilkes Barre-Scranton 185 ,900 , San
Diego 168,200, Seattle-Tacoma

167,900, Cleveland 157,300,
Johnstown-Altoona 146,400,

and

COPIES OF THE REPORT are

available from Arbitron offices in
New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas,
and Beltsville, Md The report also
shows up that UHF-TV household

penetration has reached 90 percent
with the rate m 35 markets hitting
95 percent or more.

The firm also has Just released a
special study on "How Blacks and
Spanish Listen to Radio," based on

the black population in 15 major
markets

and the Spanish
population in New York and Los
Angeles

The study found that blacks
spend 47 5 percent of their listening

tuned
to
stations
time
programmed specifically for black
audiences

and

the

Action-oriented, creative, & ambitious marketeer desires analyst
position with research supplier/
corporation Recent MBA with cus
stom design exp Will relocate &
travel Write for complete resume to
box P-4387
NEED RESEARCH FUNCTION ?
Currently employed well-reputed
veteran of 29 years shirtsleeve experlence in industrial marketirg research and economic forecasting will
contract to initiate optimal function

foryourfirm Reply Box P-4392

MARKETING RESEARCH

Industrious Indiv

desires posit,on

in Research Exp in Quan and Qual

~ color, cable, and UHF-TV households

Box C-2100

/ MARICITINO FACULTY

Seeking responsible Consumer Product Sales opportunity In any of following areas NE , MA, EC, Mid -West
and SE Trading Areas Experience
selling communications materials

i Arbitron reports increases in multi-set

salary history. All replies held in strict confidence. Mid.

number: 1 column inch ..$10
Others 1 column inch. . . ....$35

CONSUMER SALES

I

west location.

$

minimum 3 years maior

Immediate opening available for individual
to organize

trend analysis in specific market areas covering socioeconomic,
geographic
merchandising
and

AMA members using box

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55418

1

and regional

~

Niedtronic

< ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 4 1

local

PERSONNEL AVAILABLE

I

An Equal Opportunity Employer M F

,

on

kept confidential if box number used.

Replies forwarded daily.

insertion order.
AMA members 1 column inch ...$5

Dwight Warkentin

Al

basis, qualifying and evaluating prospective dealers,

inch (about 25 to 35 words). Narnes

and salary requirements in confidence to

Mr. James W. DeLong
Personnel Manager

anddevelop plans for expanding ourpresent retail dealer

·1 1 1
Personnel Available
Marketers Inay use this section of
The Marketplace to list their availability, Minimum ad :s one column

~

1

Medtron c offers an excellent salary and benefit package For consideration send resume

compensation-benefits package Become a part of our expansion
and
growth-send a resume and salary history In complete confidence
to

Marketing

RATES

Medtronic, inc , the leader In the cardiac: pacemaker industry, offers an excellent op-

and opportunities to see your creative, new Ideas implemen
ted Excellent

.

Payment must accompany copy and

portunity to io,n our marketing research department
Theideal candidate should have an MBA/MA, experience in medical marketing research,
excellent oral and written communications skills, and the ability to carry prolect
responsibility from problem definition to completion

This Akron-based management position carries significant responsib
ility

MANAGER

*

:**********************************Y

and demonstrated competence In consumer, advertising, location,
and

-

~ Box C-2104.

-

*

subsidiary

in fields of electro-servo systems and ~

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

manager to ~

~ organize and operate U S

~

* Please send a standard form SF-171, application for Federal *
4 Employment, to the Directorate of Personnel, Room, 38347, The ~r

We believe that you should bring to this position 5+years of
experience

I
I

company 1

~ with proven and exclus,ve product line 1

seeking entrepreneurial

* least 3 years of progressively responsible experience in marketing, ~

I Association with top-level decision-makers in a "high visibility"

~

~

4 The Office of the Secretary of Defense is seeking an executive with at *

0 Supervision of an expanding staff of research analysts In a resultsoriented environment

Il
I

~ Well establi~edNN~opean

MARKETING RESEARCH
ties would Include

/

SALES/MARKETING
~

*

Join our talented group of marketing research and planning professionals As Assistant Manager for Marketing Research, your responsibili-

~

inell Names may be kept confidential by use of a box
number Replies will be forwarded daili. The rate for listIng open positions ts $35 per column inch. Ad deadline
is three weeks before date of issue Send ads and box number replies to: American Marketing Association, Suite 606,
222 S- Riyerside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606 U.S A.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
EXECUTIVE OPPORTUNITY

*

~

Available) advertisements Open positions may be listed
by any company, college, or university, but the right ls reserved to relect any ad Minimum ad must be one column

Spanish

pouplation spends 45 percent of its
listening time tuned to radio
stations programmed specifically
for Spanish audiences

BO OKSHELF

Public Relations for Community-

techniques, ques design and analy
sis Done some consulting and publishing BA (Psych ), MBA (Mktg )

Will relocate Box P-4394
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
Do you require o young action-onented, creative, ambitious Marketeerg Experience consists of combination Industrial/Consumer Good
Communicator Relocation, Contlnen
tai USA Can perform line and staff
Motor-Marketing, BSBA JD, Box
52-',

Marblehead, MA 01945

NON-BUSINESS MARKETER

Doctorate In Health Administration,
with emphasis on health marketing,
looking for academic or organizationally-based
position
applying
marketing concepts & techniques In
health, human services, & other
areas National and International
experience In health and family
planning Relocate anywhere Write
to Flexner, 524 Hooper Lane, Chapel
Hill, NC 27514

MARKETING MGT/RESEARCH
Presently head of research dept in
pharm /consumer product company

Experience in many product areas
Contact w/all levels mgt in researchplanning-acquisition
areas
for
10+years
Seek
practical
shirt
sleeves
participation
In
research/marketing mgt Box P-4393
MARKETING RESEARCH/MARKETING
Market researcher desires growth
position

Experienced in forecasting,

sales analysis

consumer research,

data processing, and statistics BS
in Chemistry, MBA in Marketing
Age 29, married Southeast location
preferred William L Clarke, Rt 2
Box 62, Clinton. S C 29325

MARKETMANAGEMENT

Ambitious, results-oriented MBA
Undergraduate and graduate trainIng In three business malors (MarketIng, finance, and management-organizational behavior)
Ability to

consumer products Located with all the

&

1 ~mmel I: 2:torel~~2 and salary

~

CATV penetration rate are Santa

11

Barbara-Santa Maria 70 percent,
Palm
Springs
63
percent,
Parkersburg 62 percent , Flagstaff

tablish a PR office, get consulting help,
avoid pitfalls, evaluate PR, and use

May '76 graduate Box P-4395

available PR tools Covers attracting

BS , MS , /

61 percent, San Angelo 59 percent ,

students , winning bond elections , cre

MARKETING MANAGEMENT/MARKET
DEVELOPMENT
15 years diversified marketing experlence Including direct sales,
market planning and evaluated

1

advantages of thegoodlife Tellus abou1

I

~4

-m

i

Assistant Professorship Open for I
Marketing
Ph.D/DBA
Start J

a August, 1976 teaching

MBA Marketing Courses. Apply
by

April

Vredenburg,

15

to

C.S.U.,

Harvey

College

of

- Business, Fort Collins, Colorado *

f'80523.

An

~ Employer.

Equal

w

Opportunity

w

-

Markets with 55 percent or more

Laredo and Presque Isle 57
percent, El Centro-Yuma 56
percent, and Lima and SalinasMonterey 55 percent.
The 10 markets with the largest

number of CATV households are

junior Colleges

By Fred A Woodress Tells how toes-

ating Interest In adult education programs, gaining public attention, Improving town-college relations, etc
Lists references and sources of additional help Interstate Printers & Pu

lishers Inc , Danville, IL 61832,62 pp,
$3.95

recognize and utilize possible Interrelationships In lob assignments

distribution system,ROI, MBA Will
relocate Box P-4396
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WashingtonWrap-up 252<SHELF WORLD ROUND-LIP

ECONOMY
THE EFFICIENCY OF
DECLINED SIGNIFICANTLYduring the last decade, according
to a study recently released by Sen. Lloyd Bentsen ( D-Texas),
chairman of the JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE'S SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC GROWTH. It now takes more

THE

NATION'S

investmentinequipmentand human skills to produce $1 worth of

outputthan it did in 1966, he said, The declining efficiency of new
by almost
investment has reduced the nation's economic growth

1 percentage point per year since 1966, according to the study,

and has cost the nation about $10 billion each year in lost output.

and John S wright covers changes In
retailing Offers systematic explanalions of events and trends Discusses

retailing institutions consumer behav10,, retail organliation. personnel

management, merchandising policies.

Brazilian government has instituted an economic plan

1. maintain

Design and Operation of
Customer Service Systems

less-experienced younger workers entering the work force.

customer requirements, coordinating

SCIENCE FOUNDATION. The study was part of a pioneering
1929 to
study of total capital formation in the U.S. economy from
It
spring.
this
ed
1973. The study was based ona book tobe publish
While
is to be titled The Formation and Stocks of Total Capital.

supplies last, copies of the Kendrick study and other findings are

available from the committee.

the
34.5,33.8, ariel 35.4 percent. To prevent ebbing of employment,

counting, etc prentice-Hall Inc. Englewood Chffs, NJ 07632,578 pp, $13 95

By Paul s Bender Outlines basic
methods of implementing end operatIng the customer serv,ce procedure

nation's
"Unless we reverse this downward trend in our
in the
iobs
fewer
and
prices
higher
be
ill
resultw
the
tivity,
produc
l
Capita
Total
and
Growth
mic
future," he said. The study, "Econo
of
or
profess
k,
Kendric
W.
John
by
d
prepare
Formation"
h
economics at George Washington University and senior researc
IC
ECONOM
OF
BUREAU
L
NATIONA
staff member at the
NAL
RESEARCH, was financed by grants from the NATIO

BRAZIL'S CHRONIC INFLATION IS EBBING SLIGHTLY,
according to a newsletter issued by the Bank of Sao Paulo. The
general price index rose 29.4 percent in 1975, the cost of living in
Rio de Janeiro 31.2 percent, and the wholesale price index of
Internal availability 29.3 percent. These figures for 1974 were

buying and pricing practices, credit, ac-

The study attributes the reduced efficiency to a recent decline
in expenditures for R&D, bottlenecks in certain basic industries
caused by inadequate investment, restrictive economic policies
the increased numbers of
that have held down production, and

Shows how an effective system works
Explores formulas for determining

techniques with the sales system, and

creating the proper Image for customers includes list of selected readIngs and questionnaires and Interview
gu,des to aid in evaluating customer
service systems American Manage-

ment Associations, 135 W 50th St ,
New York. NY 10020.211 pp. $1495

raw

materials

and

to:

components

for

and small-size businesses.
THOUGH MOROCCO APPARENTLY IS ONE ARAB STATE

THAT HAS NO OIL, it does have an almost equally valuable

asset -- 60 percent of the world's known non-U.S., non-U.S.S.R.
and
phosphate reserves. Phosphate, essential to food production
many industrial processes, has risen in price nearly as much as

oil, and these reserves, by allowing Morocco to carry out
ambitious agricultural and industrial development programs,
make that country attractive to U.S. investors, construction

firms, and capital equipment exporters, according to the U.S.

Department of Commerce The United States already accounts
for about 10 percent (about $200 million last year) of Moroccan

Among Low-income
Spanish- Americans 1970-75
By Glen Mitchell A longitudmal study

of 160 Spanish-American families in a

rural area patterned after the Caplo-

vitz study , 1 /„ 1,4 , 4 , r
Mitchell, 423 Ridgeview Dr. Blacks-

achieve a rea I output level presumed to be consistent with

Franchising in the Economy

Fixed Capital Requirements of the U.S Business Economy: 197180." Copies are available for $5 each from the NATIONAL
TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE, COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT, 5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, VA 22151.
Refer to No. PB248-690.
ABOUT THREE OUT OF EVERY FOUR U.S. WIVES aged 18 to
24 in 1975 expected to have no more than two children, while in

international locations, size distribunon by number of establishments,

t, according to a new
1967, the proportion was only 45 percen

of

sectors of the economy that do not depend on imports, support
public works and infra-structure prolects; and support medium-

Credit and Marketing Practices

ON JAN. 26, THE ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT

approximately full employment in 1980." That study,
commissioned by the COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS,
was performed by the BUREAU OF ECONOAAIC ANALYSIS of
of
the COMMERCE DEPARTMENT and is entitled, "A Study

supplies

functioning enterprises; 2. support export prolects; 3. find
substitutes for imported raw materials and equipment;
4. encourage investment in export sectors; and 5. support new

1,„, w„re Dav , d

referred to a study of "the capital that would be required +0

-

By Carl M Larson, Robert E Welgand,

burg, VA 24060,40 pp , $2 30

1974-76
Contains data on growth of franchising. sales, number of establishments,
employment, minority ownership,

average sales volume per franchise
operation, changes in ownership, and
total Investment and start-up cash re-

quired Covers 18 business categories
Describes broadening franchising opportunities tor minorities Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, DC 20420, $2

imports, butonlyaboutl.1 percent of itsexports.

Potential U.S. investors will find opportunities in integrated

processing specialty
meat and dairy production, growing and

fruit and vegetables, light manufacture for export, tourism , and

film production, said the department. About 40 U.S. companies
nt
and subsidiaries have Moroccan operations. Agents represe

about 100 others. Moroccans conduct business mostly in French.
Prospectuses and specifications should be in French and use the
metric system. For information on Moroccan foreign trade
regulations, investment code, investment incentive systern, and
marketing tips, write the department, Commerce Action Group
for the Near East, DC 20230 or the economic counselor at the

American Embassy, Ave, de Marrakech, Rabat, Morocco.
THE AITKIN-KYNETT CO., Philadelphia, ad and PR agency,
cal
has made an agreement with Shinwa Inc., Tokyo, for recipro
ad, marketing, and PR services. A-K will represent Shinwa in
the United States, and Shinwa will providesimilar services for AK clients in Japan and peripheral marketareas.

CENSUS BUREAU report. On the other hand, only about 40 per.

cent of wives now 35 to 39 years old expect to end their childbearing years with fewer than three children.
Assuming

that women

have the sanie

not yet married

expectations as those already married, the total number of lifetime births expected by women in their 1wenties is very close to
the minimum number required (about 21 per woman) for

natu ral replacement of the population. However, the report

indicates, it is more likely that women not yet married will have
fewerchildren on theaveragedue partly to the difference in their
opportunities for marriage and- or their reluctance to marry

.=

MM

Since the start of the 19705, the total fertility rate for American

women has dropped about 25 percent, f rom 2,480 per 1,000 women

in 1970 to nearly 1,810 per 1,000 through November, 1975, a decline
which occurred for the most part between 1971 and 1973. Copies of
the report, "Fertility History and Prospects of American
Women: June, 1975, P.20, No. 288, may be obtained for 50 cents
from the Superintendent of Documents, GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE, DC 20402 or from COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT district offices in maior U.S. cities.
ANY AMA LOCAL CHAPTERS OR OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
DESIRING INFORMATION ON METRIC SPEAKERS in their
state may contact the National Speakers Bureau, Metric
Information Office, Room A166, Technology Bldg., NATIONAL
BUREAU OF STANDARDS, DC 20234, (301) 921-2658.

Machinery and Materials
Market Studies

//1

16
literature search, user and supplier surveys and field research
, 1/Tl

1
368 OIL FIELD MACHINERY
September, 1975
IN THE USA
Market to 1985 for. drilling equipment„,production

E125 INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS IN EUROPE

May, 1975
Forecasts to '85, by country, for generation 15 sensory-

equipment, blow-out control and spill clean-up equipment, sensing, monitoring and control equipment

controlled robots, generation 2 eye-hand coordination-

controlled robots and generation 2 5-30 robots. Market
by end-user Computer-aided manufacturing systems
(CAMS) and robot-aided manufacturing systems (RAMS)
Forecast of European factory automation market. $495

356 CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY
September, 1975
IN THE USA

358 MINING EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
June, 1975
MARKETIN THE USA

10-year market forecast for products In earthmoving
equipment and other construction michinery categories General excavation, highway surface and maintenan ce, and building erection categories Industry stiuc$575
ture, foreign sales and impact of imports

180 pages. $1 9 billion in '75; $2 5 billion In '80,
$31 billion in '85 (constant dollars) Forecasts to '85
for mining equipment, replacement parts, equipment

supplies and attachments (50 product lines), and for

E155 MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT
October, 1975
MARKET IN EUROPE
Germany, UK, France, Netherlands, Belgium and Italy

maintenance services Export opportunities and capital

$550

requirements

E144 MACHINE TOOLS
September, 1975
IN EUROPE
Market to 1980 for 100 metal cutting product cate-

10-year sales forecast by country and end user industry for. lift trucks, mobile cranes, overhead cranes,
conveying equipment, coding and decoding systems,
palletizing and depalletizing systems, system controls,
$650
high box warehouses and others

UK, West Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, Nether-

$600

lands, Sweden.

E 124 PLASTICS MACHINERY IN EUROPE

318 WEIGHING AND PACKAGING EQUIPMENT
February, 1975
IN THE USA
213 pages. Trend to electronic weighing. Market out-

-7t-

Clidl~ 1

user: food

processing,

extrusion , thermoforming, cold forming, blow mould -

ing, foaming, rotational casting, HF welding, other
conversion and fabrication and tool making Regional
trends and EEC trade. Polymer and plastics produc-

food

stores, chemical and related Industries, rubber, paper,
metals , cement and other . User and manufacturer sur$595
vey results.

10 1'

284 MACHINE TOOLS IN THE USA

April, 1975
Forecasts to '83 for 16 metal cutting and forming
machine tool products. Tools and dies, and numerically controlled (NC), direct numerically controlled
(DNC), computerized numencally controlled (CNC),
computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) automated machine tool approaches
Industry characteristics and outlook for exports and

moving equipment, mechanical handling equipment,
ventillating/air conditioning equipment, constructional
steelwork, and building materials and components.
Major development projects, economic outlook and
$950
local production vs import trends.

1/.A

$495

tion Industrv structure

E151 CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY AND
BUILDING MATERIALS IN THE MID EAST 10/75
3 volumes. 575 pp Exploding market. 18 countries.
Market to '80 by country for construction and earth-

04*

C )1

June, 1975

200 pages France, Italy, Netherlands, West Germany,
UK and other EEC. 10-year forecast, by country, for
Injection moulding, compression and transfer moulding,

look for: industrial scales and weighing systems, Industrial baggers, industrial continuous weighing, checkweighers , weigh -price-labelers , small package weigh
fillers, mall and parcel post scales, personal scales
Requirements by end

$575

Petroleum supply demand outlook

gories and for 32 metal working product categories.

1 ,

,

Each an in-depth analysis and forecast based on a thorough o

early and start family - building . Those differences could lead to

lower fertility expectations among women currently single.

Frost & Sullivan

LIU

-

$495

imports.

Frost & Sullivan, Inc.

--rr

106 Fulton Street, New York, N Y 10038
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Gentlemen
Please send me descriptive literature on

MARK ETING

RESEARCH

22/3

Q
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O European Industrial Robots

~ Weighing and Packaging

E Construction Machinery

El Mining Equipment

[3 Mid East Construction

[3 European Materials Handling

D European Machine Tools

l Oil Field Machinery

[3 European Plastics Machinery

E] US Machine Tools

Name

Company
"Aw, be a sport, Miss Demkin. Listen to the multivariate statistical

analysis psychographic segmentation presentation one more time."

Address

City State Zip

Tel

~
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Legal News and Views
Ray Werner, Coominator

Marketing News

March 12, 1976

Tulsa

March 25 conference will feature
tril
s
~
bite back with $10,000 civil penalties convenience food, gasoline marke8ters
lili:
:
1
'
i
i
452 114'I/'"*.Y 1 I
FTC limits one-bite' tradition, plans to

BY C. BURK TOWER
University of Kentucky

ON JAN. 5 THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
ANNOUNCED A PILOT PROGRAM TO ENFORCE its recentl
Y

,1991*3N/PEdiBBT

gained

authority

to

seek

cnn

3~
~~|~~

penalties from persons who violate
~~te1%2:te~ht 5If,sc~~;nt

' ,
r'Pl

seek such penalties up to $10,000 from
persons who knowingly violate rules

I
L3 4
Ima.
1

-

9

concerning unfair or deceptive practices was obtained under the

Magnuson-Moss
Warranty-FTC
Improvement Act of 1975. The law not
only authorizes penalties for

violations of rules and cease-anddesist orders committed by persons
against whom the orders were issued

"DOES
CONVENIENCE
FOOD
PLUS
GASOLINE
EQUAL PROFITS?" is the
theme for the loth annual mar-

keting
seminar, sponsored by
the AMA's
Tulsa Chapter and
the University of Tulsa.

The seminar will be held March

25 in the university's Business
Administration Building. Speakers

from both the gasoline and
convenience food industries wlll

discuss different sales strategies
and roles for their products in
today's marketplace, according to

j

r.

#....

.

~'0~4 ~~' ~~
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'
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dhi. f
D.G. Linn

-

FTC to be unfair or deceptive in prior adjudicative proceedings.
This new authorization of power to the FTC limits the old "onebite" tradition where every FTC Act violator could litigate the

and limited-line convenience food
marketers, he said The day-long
seminar is expected to attract

0~ \ 4.,.A..'* A : m k
[.4~
* I
/////k-91///

issue to the point of a cease-and-desist order without risking

more than 300 U S, and Canadian

further penalty. Now, only the first to violate the FTC Act in a
given way is entitled to a "free bite." All subsequent

marketers
D G. Linn, vice president of marketing, Gulf 011 Co.-U.S, will

~

but also authorizes penalties against maJor,
independent,
jobberef --/.
type gasoline
marketerand
s and
full- *rd

Under the FTC's pilot enforcement program, letters have been

sent to selected business firms throughout the country notifying
them of the potential penalty of $10,000 per violation for engaging

moderate the seminar. Speakers

and their topics will be:
-Richard A. Jensen, vice
president ,
Superamerica

Division of Ashland Oil, "Islands
and Aisles' Multi-pumps and
Full-line Convenience Stores:
Are They Profitable, ",

in acts or practices that the FTC has determined to be deceptive

or unfair in prior decisions containing cease-and-desist orders.

Additionally, the FTC stated that its staff would investigate
further to determine whether companies are engaged in such

-John Dewell, vice president of

refined products marketing,
Cities Service Oil Co., "Gas at

practices.

In its announcement of the pilot program, the FTC pointed out

that its authority to extract civil penalties in this manner is
dependent upon the existence of " actual knowledge" on the part
of the alleged violator that the practice in question is unfair or

deceptive and hence is unlawful.

THE FTC'S PILOT PROGRAM FOCUSES on the following

categories of consumer protection concern:

-Business opportunities ads (misrepresentation of potential

earnings);
-Advertising of merchandise not readily available for sale and

use of bait-and-switch tactics;

-False and misleading practices in collecting debts;
-Selling damaged or defective merchandise without disclosing

such fact, substituting inferior or different goods for those
ordered, and failing to replace defective goods or refund

nnoney;

-Selling used or rebuilt merchandise as new,
-Un fairness and deception in marketing freezer meats;
-Failure to comply with requirements of the Truth-in-lend
ing
Act in consumer credit ads;
-Deceptive demonstrations, testimonials, or endorsements; and
-False claims for cosmetics and tires.
In announcing the pilot program, the FTC said it included in the
letters to businesses a synopsis of relevant FTC decisions along
with the full text of the cited decisions. Furthermore, the
recipients were told, " In order to avert possible action by the
FI'C you should immediately insure that you are not engaged in

any of the practices proscribed by the enclosed decisions."
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Marketing Research
Consultants • Agencies• Services
COAST-TO-COAST

NEWJERSEY
Bergenfield

QUALITY
CONTROLLED
SERVICES

--

WATS Telephone
Services
INTERVIEWING/VALIDATING

From San Francisco to Phila

Gentrac

delphia, from Seattle to At-

lanta
Complete field research facilities and services
For information on cities and
facilities, or to place an
alert In single or multiple
locations call

..41 (m 1 385 8300

~INC Bergenlield, N J (7ml

NEWYORK
New York

i INRA.AS
IArea,ii
in Japan, Ko

TO LL-FREE (800 ) 325-3338

search Kong,
Market reHong
~ Taiwan,

Philippines,
Thailand,~
Malaysia,
Indonesia, and India Write to INRA.
ASIA, 1401 AIA Bldg, Hong Kong, or i
2:::::s:%:ss'::3*:sm:·x*:e:>5:*:,55:*::ss::s::S:,:2,:i~: ~ 1605 Graybar Bldg , 420 Lexington Av , ~

ILLINOIS

Singapore,

Chicago area

*..6*52<*X.:6..'.

§ PERYAM & KROLL RESEARCH CORP. 5

N Y 10017 Or phone Daphne Ko, INRA- ~
x Asia VP In N Y (212) 532-7725

6071 N Kedz,e Ave, Chicago. IL is
60659 Phone (312) 743-4012 We ''.'.

the Mini-mart Multi-pumps and
Limited-line Convenience Food
Stores - Can They Make It on
the Bottom Line,";
-James W. Emison, partner,
Oskey Gasoline and Oil Co. Inc ,
"The Independent Marketer'
New Money from Closed Bays";
-John L. Baldwin, president,
Kwik Shop Inc, and Quick Stop
Markets Inc, "Is Gasoline the
Loss
Leader·
Full-line
Convenience Stores with Gas" ;

and
-William H. Quortrup, president,

Quortrup Oil Co., "Can the
Jobber
Compete
in
the
Convenience

R now

Food-gasoline

Business? "
The

afternoon

session

will

conclude with a question-andanswer
session
with
all

-

, 10*
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James W. Emison

John L. Baldwin

participants Funds from the
seminar help provide marketing
scholarships for university

students at both the undergraduate

William Quortrup

and graduate levels, For more
information see
Conference
Calendar in this 1SSUe

~*~~

Milwaukee

O'Rourke wins honor for role in
salad dressing company's growth
LESLIE E. O'ROURKE, executive vice president, Henri's
Food Products Co ., has been

I.

-~ E=~

-

named "Marketer of the Year"
by the AMA's Milwaukee
Chapter for his marketing

'-

,
~

achievements.
Since O'Rourke joined Henri's m
1969, the company has become the
largest US independent producer
of liquid salad dressing He has

_2~

r ~~4*1 1
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been responsible for several new
introductions
and
packaging concepts
Under his direction, Henri's has
gained in sales and market shares.

-~ )
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=r.-I.# 1

product

The company iS m the midst of its
second expansion under his leadership, spending $1 million to enlarge

~ ~ ~
I JI
I

Before joining Henri's, O'Rourke

Leslie E. O'Rourke
Division and the Paper-Mate Co,

production facilities

served as a marketing executive

&1

for Gillette's Personal Cdre

Collegiate Chapter News
Hanover Co //ege

University of

Members fill chapter treasury

Massachusetts

by selling ads for school paper
WHEN CHAPTER FUNDS
RAN OUT, members of the

AMA Collegiate Chapter at
Hanover College, Hanover,
Ind., didn't just give up.
When they realized they needed

money to sponsor speakers and

programs, they formed an ad
agency and sold ads for the student
newspaper, according to faculty
advisor Charles N
Waldo,
assistant professor of business

administration,

and

chapter
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local merchants, and the chapter

receives the standard 15 percent
commission

The paper benefits because, for

'
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YOUR ONE-INCH AD

P.
,
.

Charles N. Wa Id o

4

brochure, and meetings
MEMBERS OF THE AMA
COLLEGIATE CHAPTER at

the University of Massachusetts

The paper's

staff, having seen that increased
revenues are possible, tries to
increase them even more by
improving the editorial quality of
the paper
THE STUDENTS BENEFIT, not

only by hearing the speakers a
solvent chapter can sponsor but
also
by
getting
business
experience
headed by Donegan, its general

manager.

includes

a

sales

have

undertaken

new

programs to increase their
changes in the current tight job
market.
The students, under the direction
of faculty advisor Charles Schewe,

formed three committees
One surveyed

the Amherst

business community to determine
its

members'

impressions

Of

UMass students Another designed
and published a colorful brochure
that described the UMass business

school and

urged corporations to
manager and nine salespeople, an send Job recruiters
to the campus

financial statements, and a four-

>

with help of survey,

the first time, ad revenues cover

7*«I

*10

Students market themselves

its printing costs

accounting manager who supervises four people who handle

,

Call (312) 648-0536

The students solicit ads from

¥t:*
-r ~

.'.4,9.Wb

~

president Bob Donegan

The agency's all-student staff,

1.
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specialize in flavor and food ac- 5 could be included In
these listings

ceptance evaluation,
working with ES for only $35
c consunier
groups

-

seminar chairman Ron Harper of

persons who knowingly engage in activities determined by the

for civil penalties, even if the original order was not issued
against them.

M

John Dewell

~ ~
9}, 5~ -my **
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"knowledgeable" violators will be subject to direct court action

/
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,

Richard Jensen

Management Planning Systems
Inc
The speakers will represent

C. Burk Tower

'S?=a

billings, collections, deposits, and

student creative department
The

sales

and

accounting

managers, both enrolled in a
special problems course, are

writing

policy

and

procedures

manuals for their respective departments and earning academic

credit

dm

A third committee invited cor-

porate representatives to speak on
marketing topics at chapter
meetings A profitable student-run

coffee concession finances these
proJects

Chapter

members

actively

involved in forming the group and

imtiating the projects are Peter

Kates, Milton DiPietro, Ron
Alpert. Sondra Shapiro. and Andy

Fink

